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Preparing 

Lodge & Shipley Lathes 
• • t ·,. 

For Action 

These leveling instructions for Lodge & Shipley lathes have been 

written to help you give your new lathe the right start. If you read these 

instructions thoroughly and follo w them carefully, you will be repaid 

many times in the s atisfactory performance of your lathe. 
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FOUNDATION 

Before arrival of the lathe, a suitable foundation should be prepared. Foun
dation plans are furnished with the Operator's Manual and Repair Parts Manual. 
The foundation should preferably be of concrete, but regardless of the material 
used, it must provide a solid support which will prevent vibration and permit 
keeping the machine level. The lathe should never be permanently attached to 
the foundation by bolts or grouting over the legs, since this will prevent keep
ing the lathe level. If the lathe is out of level for a long period of time, a per
manent twist or wind may develop in the lathe bed which would necess i tate re
planing. 

GLEANING 

The carriage, tails tock, or steady rest should never be moved along the bed 
until after the lathe has been thoroughly cleaned, properl y lubricated, and the 
preliminary leveling operations performed. If possible, the steady rest and 
tailstock should be removed from the lathe by removing the bottom clamps and 
lifting the units off of the lathe. Benzine should be used to remove all slush, 
dirt and grit. The carriage and tailstock shear wipers should be removed, 
cleaned and replaced, making certain that they make full c ontact with the bed
ways before tightening. 

Initial oiling of the carriage and bedw ays should be effected with the liberal 
use of a squirt can . In addition, of course, it should be thoroughly lubricated · 
in accordance with the lubrication chart and instructions printed in the Opera
tor's Manual. The manual pump lever for the carriage lubrication system (See 
Figure 1) should also be actuated a sufficient number of times for the oil to 
appear between the carriage and the bedways . 

.-------

Figure 1 
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LEVELING 

Lodge & Shipley lathes are sensitive and accurate machine tools and must 
be leveled carefully to insure precise operation. For leveling the lathe, a sen
sitive machinist 1s level graduated to at least . 0005 11 per ft. per line should be 
used. 

Each lathe is equipped with four leveling screws on the head end leg, four 
leveling screws on the tail end leg and two leveling screws on each intermediate 
leg. The leveling screws are located on the outside corner of each leg (See 
Figure 1). 

The lathe should be placed on leveling plates 
at least 111 thick and 4'' in diameter, with a 13 /16 11 

c;:ounterbore approximately l / 8 11 deep. The coun
terbore is slightly larger in diameter than the end 
of the leveling screw. The leveling screw must 
have a full bearing on the face of the counterbore. 
(See Figure 2) 

If desired, the leveling plates may be set in 
the foundation flush with the floor, providing the 
plates are not definitely located until the machine 

Figure 2 arrives. This is important in order that the plates 
can be located from the leveling screws in the legs of the machine itself. We 
recommend that the leveling plates be made of hardened steel to prevent burrs 
from causing a change in level. It is extremely important that each leveling 
screw support its proportionate share of the weight to reduce any possibility 
of distortion in the bed that might result in mis alignment. 
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PRELIMINARY LEVELING 

The purpose of this preliminary leveling operation is to remove any pro
nounced twist or ,wind in the bed. This should be done before moving any of the 
units along the bed. If there is a center leg on the lathe it should be carrying 
little or no weight at the start of this operation. 

A parallel bar is nece s sary for the leveling operations unless a level of the 
proper length is available. In using the parallel bar it should be made certain 
that there are no nicks, scale or rust that might make the bar untrue. 

For preliminary leveling operations on all sizes of lathes except the Model 
X-14" lathe, the parallel bar, which should be s hort enough to fit down within 
the outer Vee ways and higher than the top edge of the front Vee way. is placed 
across the tailstock flat way and the t ailstock Vee way as shown in Figure 3. 

On the Model X-14" lathe it is necessary for a 1/ 8" thick shim to be placed 
on the tail stock flat w ay in order to raise the front end of the parallel bar to the 
proper height for leveling. 

Actual preliminary leveling follows the five steps listed below: 

(1) Place the level lengthwise on the tailsto c k flat way at either the head
stock end or the tailstock end, depending on the position of the car
riage (similar to Figure 6 or 7) . Le vel the lathe longitudinally. 

(2) Place the level on a parallel bar at the headstock end of the lathe as 
illustrat ed in Figure 3. Adjust the screws under the headstock end 
leg unt il the level reading is "Zero". In the event t hat the carriage 
prevents this proc e dure, place the level and parallel bar across the 
carriage wings and proceed in the same manner . This is the only 
correct alternate method, since the carriage should not be moved un
til after the preliminary leveling operations are completed. 

Figure 4 
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(3) Move the level and parallel bar to the tailstock end and again adjust 
the leveling screws until the level reading is "Zero" (See Figure 4). 

(4) On machines equipped with center legs, perform the same operation 
with the parallel bar and level over each center leg. adjusting the 
screws on the leg over which the level is placed (See Figure 5.) 

Figure 5 

(5) Recheck and make minor adjustments with the level at all positions. 
Once the above operation has been completed, the carriage can be 
moved along the bed without danger of causing damage providing the 
cleaning and lubricating operations have been thorough. The lathe is 
now ready for final leveling. 

Figure 6 
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FINAL LEVELING 

Place the level lengthwise on the tails tock flat way of the bed up close to the 
headstock (See Figure 6) and adjust the screws under the headstock end leg until 
the reading is "Zero" . At the same time check with the level across the bed
ways to make sure these adjustments do not cause a twist in the bed. Then 
place the level lengthwise on the tailstock flat way of the bed at the tailstock 
end (See Figure 7}, and repeat the above operation, again checking with the 
level across the bedways. Repeat these operations and make whatever minor 
adjustments are required; On those machines equipped with center legs, this 
operation should also be performed with the level lengthwise on the tailstock 
flat way of the bed directly over each center leg . 

Figure 7 

Figure 8 
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The next operation is to level the lathe crosswise by placing the level on the 
carriage wings, and a parallel bar if the level is not long enough, (See Figures 
8, 9 and 10). Move the carriage from one end of the bed to the other without 
disturbing the position of the level. If the level shows any variation throughout 
its travel, the screws located under the point where the variation occurs should 
be raised or lowered to bring the level back to "Zero". 

The level condition of the lathe longitudinally must then be rechecked, as 
previously described, and minor adjustments made to correct any curvature of 
the bed. The final check should be made with the level across the wings of the 
carriage, until the level reads "Zero" at all points. After all leveling adjust
ments have been made·, the locknut on each leveling screw should be securely 
tightened. 

Figure 9 

Figure l 0 
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It must be remembered, that any adjustment made to level the lathe in one 
direction may affect the level of the lathe in the other direction, and it is only 
a combination of adjustments that will bring the lathe into perfect level which 
is required to produce precision work . 

Leveling your lathe and keeping it level will pay big dividends in increased 
production and accuracy of work. Unintentional tapered turning and tapered 
boring are the direct result of the lathe not being properly leveled. Chatter, 
too, can many times be traced to an improperly leveled lathe . 

Give your lathe the opportunity to reproduce it's inherent accuracy. KEEP 
your la the properly leveled. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE MODEL "X" UTHE 
OPERi\TOR.1 S M'INUAL AND PEPAIH PARTS LISTS FOR POHERTUHN LATHES 

The Powerturn Operator 1 s Manual and the Powe·cturn Rep;:iir Pcrrts Jfic=mual are 1::eing 
prepared. On compl e tion they will he sent to all P01-:re ·rtu.-cn L::ithe 01mers. 

:-_ih ile a number of chan ges have been made to increase horsepower capacity~ strength 
and rigidit,yj the hasic c onstruction ;:ind operation o.f the Powerturn Lathe is similar 
enough to the Model 11X11 Lathe to permit temporary ~e of t.he Model "X" LA the Operator 1 s 
and Repair Parts Manl18ls. Important differences in the two lathes are noted belou. 

LEVELING 

The lathe should be c l eaned and l eveled i n accordance with instruct ions i n the booklet~ 
"J;-:,eparin f! Lo dge &. ~hipley L,the for Action". New hollow type leveling screws have 
heen provided to Dermit the U<::e of found ;:i t i on bolts through the screw. It should 
he reJT1embered th,,t fo1md~tion hol ts f'hould only be userl t o prevent the la the from 
·11walking". Under no circumst.:-:inces :=:hcwld nuts on t he holts be r un dmm tight against 
the top of the leveling s crew because this will prevent prope r initial levelin'?: and 
in addition will cause di.fficul ty in ma intai ning the m:-ichine in a level condition. 

LUBRT.C\TION 

Lubrication instructions axe given on pa ges two a nd three of this ma nualo I t should 
.• be noted that the reservoir for lubricatjnG the end eedring (Station 1) can only be 
·• filled, on the firs t lot of Pm-Tertut'n Lvthes, after Temoving the lowet' half of the 

head end cover. Present Powertu-rn Lathes have a flush type oiler inserted in the cover 
directly over the reservoir. This minor modifica.tion to firs t-lot l athes can l:B mede 
easily bv the custome r i n his shop . 

Standard equipment on Powe rturn lathes includes a Pur ol atot' Type PR-303- 3 Oil Filter. 
A precise length of time for repla cing the filter element cannot be given but a rood 
11 Tule of thumb" would be to repl ace when dirty or 1-1hen the headstock oil is drained. 
Element replacement is Purnl;,tor element ;:ir-:=:e~bl y nurnbe·c 3()02?-2 . 

Push hutton anrl s1-Jj_t,cl, cont.rols ':J'Y'P, now conven:\.e·ritl:v loc: ;:it.ed on the front. of the 
headstock . 

Powerturn Lathes do not h "Ve J"lechanical for.wa rd anrl reverse spindle speed aTr.angement. 
This is a change Prom t.he constructj on provided .for :':odel "X" fothes . The do uble 
::: i rled multi.-rlis c clut ch fr st j 11 u:=: ed, hut one half of the clut ch i8 for f'ot'FD t'd 
snj_ndl e :=:peeds, the oth er h~lf no1•r r r ov:ides r-i :=:Mooth positive b.,.,ake . 

Th e Hechi=rnical /lnron Crmtt'ol Levers on Powerturn L;:i thes provide starting and braking . 
Li.fting the l eve t' eng::ige :=: the clutch c1n rl st-.arts the t=:pinclle. Pl?.cin~ t he lever in t he 
centet' position provides a neutral for the spindle. Pl acinr, the l ever i n the lowest 
position provides brakinP,: of the spindle. The Mechanical !\pron Control Leve Ts should 

-- always be i n the neu ~·,r a l or b rAke position before the main drive motor is started 0 
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\faen to 
Oil 

Daily 

6 Honths 

6 Honths 

Daily 

Daily 

When 
required 

l·Jhen 
required 

Weekl y 

Stati on 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4, 
,., 6 -:> , 

0 ' 7, 8 
' /;) 

10 

11, 12, 
13, lh 

15 

16 

17 

LUBIUCATION rnsTnrn 1 7,1s AHD SPECITICATIOrJS 

FOR POWER TURi'J SERIES 

Parts Lubricated Instruct i ons 

Quadrant End Genring Oil with a squi rt can 

Fill to full l evel •- operate 
machine to circulate oil -

Headstock Gear inr,s and maintain l evel with machine 
Bearinc:s idl e - approx. 4 gaL 13 11 , 16 11 

HoD., 20 11 Stdc 

,:h,ick Change Gearing and J.Iaintain level •· 1 qt (; 13 11 ., 

Benrings 16 11 ILD~ and 20 11 Stdo 

l·Iiscel laneous Carriac;e nnd Oil. Hith SCJ.1irt can 
Taper Attnchment Beari ngs 

I·liscel la neous Tai l stock Parts Oil 1-rith a squirt can 

Apron Gear s and Bearings Fill to full l evel appr ox. 1 
Bedways and Cross Sl ide Ways pt. 13 11

, 16 11 H,.D. and 20 11 Std. 

Fill to full l evel - approx. 
I nner Bedways for Ta ilstock 1/ 4 pt. 13 11 , 1611 H.D. and 

2011 St 1 d. 

Cr oss F~ed Scr ew and Nut s Appl y two or t hree shots wi th 
gr ease gun 

Speci f icati ons 

Hi ghl y Refined Nineral 
Oil cnl:.i rel y free from 
acids and cllkal i and 
possessing hi gh oxidation 
stability c:1nd f i lm 
strengtho 

Vi scosity: 150- 275 Sec. 
Saybol t at 
100° F. 

Speci al extr eme pressure 
noncorrosive Way Oil 
containing a sulphur base 
and a tack-J additive . 
Viscosity: 300-350 Sec. 

Snybolt at 100 
degrees F. wa/ Exampl es: Sun Oil Co. 

Lubr i cant (P-47) 
Socony-Vacu~m Oil Co. 
Vact r a #2. 

Good qual i ty Ball and Rolle 
Beari ng Grease of permanent 
composition. 
ViscositS: ~OltOOtS~lC ay- o a oF. 



CJ\H1'I0N: If your 1;:ithe is equipped with ·ceversin?, eJ.ectrica.l 
equipment be sure to disengage the clutch by placi ng the 
Mechanical Apron Control Lever in eithe1: the neutral or brake 
position, befo-re changing fr.om forwa-rd to reverse o:r -reve rt~e to e, 
forward 0 Allow sufficient tirre before changing the direc ion 
of rotation of the moto-c· for the motor to stop, otherwise you 
will blow a fuse or kick out the i11,iate:c.· unit.so If by chance 
the motor should change rotation quickly f '.!.~om d high forward 
speed and the headstock clutch i.s e_ngaged, :3e~ious damage might 
resulto 

The Powerturn Lathe has three spindle speed change levers functioning in the same 
as on Model "X11 Lathes, but an improved r-1e thod has bean provided for ouickly and 
properly positioning them for any clesj red spinr1}e speed. A knob is provided in the 
center of the front headstock casting which rotates a dial type speed index plateo 
As the knob is rota ted, a window dire c-c.ly above the knob indicates any one of the 
24 icpindle speeds ohtained on the machine and the position for the Shifte-r Levers 
for each speed . At the same time, colored i ndicatCJl' lights si1cw the actual position 
for. each lever. In addition., Powerturn Lathes a·~e equipped with a dr-um type Cut
Speed Tndica.tor o By rototing the drums any one of a ni.i.!71her of different wo-rk piece 
diameters are broue;ht into vlew o. As trey .<:lppea •:J the p rnper. snindle RPM and M"lximum 
Allowable Horsepower are easj l y selected for any e:ut;i:,ing speed based on the particular 

·workpiece diameter shown. 

Determining the pToper spincHe speed s h ifter J.eve r locations on the Fowerturn Lathe 
can easily be accomplisbe rl hy fo llowi ng the staps out:!.ined below: 

L If the fpindle ~peeo,d h"S been pre-determfoed~ shriply i:'Otate the Dial 
TYPe Index Plate niltil the one determined speed comes into view i n the A 
indica.to1.• window~- +.hen shift the leve:c·s to the posi tion.s indicated by W 
the illuminAt ad indicator lights. If the cut speed must be determined 
for a pa rticul ar diameter simply r8vo::..ve the drUJ11 until th;:it dia.meter 
in the next. nearest d:i.ameter appea :cg - then check the cut speed obtainable 
at this prlrticular spindle speecio At the t-ime you can quickly check 
the maximum l'JO"!:'sepowe-r eur; you C8.n tc1ke at -Ln.b speedo Since your 
lathe is equipped with an Ammet-3:r ~a~ib:r-ated for ho·caepowe:r consu..1,rption, 
you can avoid overloc1 ding of the mAe:hine o r you can inc rease your feed a nd 
depth of cut dependi ng upon the l i rn:i. tc1t.i o:is of the workpiece. In this 
way you can use the m;i chine t o rraxim.xrn C<'ipcic:i.ty" 

2o If the spindle speed ha s not beEm p ·re- deterrnin.ed, but t he cut speed in 
feet p er minute is kn01-m.9 it is easy to oet9rrnim, proper spindle speed 
by rotating the drum until the diainete;:• that most nearly approximates 
the di::imeter to be turned, cornes i nto view. Locate the cut speed and 
it will indicate p-roper spindle RPM P.nd the mAximum allowable horsepower 
cut. 

Anot~er r econrrnended use for the cut speed and m;:ixi,num horsepower indicator is to 
pre-determine a E'Eiconrl Petting for the quick chanfe le\78'r'S. If t he job i s s uch that 
necessitates m::ichining more than one diamete:.:· on ·::.he sarne workpiece~ the operator can, 
while the lathe is turning one diameter, quickly dete:tmine his lever settings for the 



.f 

next cut. '.·.1).en the first cut has been completed, the Op\:lrato·r. hac; only to 
reposition the levers to the illumiMted indicator liphts to retain annroximaUng 
the same cut speed on different di8rreterso 

CAUTION: Do not shif't spindle speeds while the headstock spindle is 
turning excent at very low 8peedso I-f you cannot f'hift the gears 
when the spindle is stopped, use the Mechanical Apron Control Lever 
to jog the spindle until the gears mesh properlyo 

The Tl-,-read c>nd Feed Index ?late is no l onger a pa rt of the dial indicator as was 
true of :Model X Lathes o Although it is now mounted separately , the p-rocedure to 
obtain any desired t hread or feed is the same cJS described in the Hode l X Operator 1 s 
Manual. 

NOTE: On the first lot of POHERTURN Lathes, the Thread and Feed 
Index Plate shows a range of leads in inches that corresponds to 
the range shovm in the operator I s manual as 1·,eing obtainable on 
Model X Latheso \vhile it is stiJ.l possiole to set up the POWERTURN 
Lathe to obtain these leads, unless your machine is equipped with 
Ap-ron Controlled Peverse to Leadscrew, you cannot conveniently 
chase leads that cannot be picked up wi th the Thread Indicator o 
If you h;:ive considerable use for any o.f the special leads that are 
sho1-m on the inc1ex plate c=ind/or i n the Moc1e1 X nperc=itor 1 s ~Kanual, your 
lathe should have been ordered with t,pron Contrc-,11ed Reverse to 
Leadsc-rewo The push button ope1·ated elect.-:-ical revet'se to 
spindle ,,!hich is available for F0111EPTTJR.N Lathes is not a practical 
way to reverse the carriage nnc1er power with +.he half nutA closedo 
T.his 1 of courses is necessary for each successive pass of the tool 
when chasinv. such l eads, to ma i ntain rep-ist.er hetween the , lead of 
the Wol'.'k nir.ce and the lead of the leadscrew o It can be done, and 
for an occasionc=illy odrl lead job woulrl be ~atisfacto:cy, but the 
necessity for disenr,-<1gj n r, the clutch with the :Mechanical Apron Control 
Lever 1 stopping the motor befo·re yo·t1 can reverse it and then re
engaging the clutch with the Mechanical Apron Cont rol Lever to 
return the ' cc1rriar,e to the starting point 9 for each successive 
pass of the tool, takes entirely too ~uch time to consider 
this a nr,,ct ica l ~-rnv of chasinr, such leads o 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIOJITS FOR USING THE HODEL 11X11 UTHE 
OPER.1\TOR. 1 S MANUAL AND PEPAIR PARTS LISTS FOR FOl-JERTURN LATHES 

The Powerturn Operator·1 s Manual and the Powerturn Renair Parts f.lanual are ooing 
prepared. Cn coJ11ple tion they Hi l l be sen-: t o all Pm-,ertu·rn L;ithe 01-mers. 

1:!hil e :J number of changes have been made to increase horsepower capacity10 strength 
and rigidity J the h,:isic construct;_ on ::ind operation of the Powerturn Lathe is si.milar 
enough to the Model 11X11 Lathe to permit temporary U!=:e of the Model 11 X11 Lathe Operator 1 s 
and Repair Parts Manll8ls. Important differences in t he two lathes at'e noted below. 

LEVELING 

The lathe should be cleaned and l evel ed i n accordance wi th instructions i n the· booklet .9 

"J:repat'in~ Lodge & 2hipley L;:ithe for Action" o New hollow type leveling screws have 
been provided to 1Jermi t the use of found;iti on bolts through the screw o It should 
he rernember.ed th"'t found ,, t:\.on hol ts should onl y be ti.sen to prevent the lathe from 
111-ralkin g11 • Under no circums·~-ances !"ho1·l d nuts on t he holts be run down tight against 
the top of the leveling screw because this will prevent proper initial leveling a nd 
in addition will cause difficulty in maintaining the machine in a level condition. 

LUBR1C .\ TION 

Lubrication instructions a.re given on pages two and three of this manual.., It s hould 
- be noted that the reservoir for lubricatj nr, the end r,e::iring (Station 1) can only be 
W f illed 9 on the first lot of Powerturn Lathes 9 after removing the lower half of the 

head end cover. Present Powerturn Lathes have a f lush type oiler inserted in the cover 
directly over the reser.voiro This minor modifica.tion to r'irst-lot lathes can 1::e made 
easily by the customer i n his sh op o 

Standard equipment on Po~rerturn lathes includes a Purolator. Type PP.-303-3 Oil Filter . 
A precise length of time for replacing the filt.er element cannot be given but a rood 
11 r.ule of thumb11 would be to replace when dir.ty or when t he hea dstock oil is drained 0 

Element replacement is Purol;,tor element ;:i~pe~bly number. 3002?-2. 

:ill ti.J-'STr.C K 

Push hutton and ~witch con+,rolc: ;J re now conveniently lnc;ited on the front of the 
headstocko 

Powertur.n Lathes do not h,.,ve Mechcinical forua.rd and reverse spindle speed arrangement. 
This is a change from the constr.uctj on provided for Model 11 .X 11 fothes. 'rhe double 
sided multi- disc clutch iP stjll UFed, ~ut one half of the c lutch i e for forward 
spj.ndle ppeeds, the other. h3lf noT,r provi des ;:1 :-mooth positive brake. 

\ The Mechanical Anron Control Levers on Powet"turn °Lathes provide starting and braking 0 

Lifting the lever engagei=; the clut.ch and st;arts the spindle. PlP.cing the lever in the 
center position provides a neutral fot' the ~pindleo Pla cinG the lever in the lowest 
position p rovides braking of the spindle . The Mechanical Apron Control Levers should 

- always be in the neut ral or br,ike podtion before the main drive motor is started 0 
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When to 
Oil 

Dail y 

6 11onths 

6 IIonths 

Daily 

Daily 

\,n1en 
r e::~uired 

t-lhen 
required 

Weekly 

Station 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4, 'J 
-:; ' 6, 

7, 8, 9, 
10 

11, 12, 
13, 14 

15 

16 

17 

LUBIUC.\TI Oi'l I 1'1ST11U HS AHD :3PBCIFIC;~TIOrJS 

FOR PQ!.v"ER TURi1 SERIES 

Parts Lubricated Instructions 

Quadrant End Gec1ring Oil uith c1 squirt can 

Fill to full l evel ·- operate 
machine to circulnte oil -

Headstock Gearinr s nnd maintain level with machine 
.3&arin[S idle - appro;:. 4 e;al. 13", 16 11 

HoD , _, 2011 SLd. 

•.~uick Change Genri ng and Haintain l evel •~ 1 qtC> 13", 
Bcnrin6s 1611 l·I . D ~ and 2011 Stdo 

Hiscellaneous Cnrriac;c ,:md Oil with squirt can 
Taper Attc1 chraent Bearincs 

Hiscella neous Tai l stock Parts Oil Hith a squirt can 

Apron Gears and Bearings Fill to full l evel approx. 1 
Deduays and Cross Slide Ways pt. 13", 16 11 I-IoD. and 2011 Std. 

Fill to full l evel - al)iJrox. 
Inner Bedways for Ta ilstock 1/4 pt. 13 11 , 1611 H. D. and 

20 11 St'd. 
-

.. 

Cross Feed Screw and l-Ju·ts · Apply two or three shots with 
grease gun 

,-

Specifications 

Highly Refined 1-iineral 
Oil entirely .free from 
acids nnd alkali and 
possessing high oxidation 
stability and film 
streng th. 

Viscosity: 150- 275 Sec. 
Saybolt 
100° F o 

at 

Special extreme pressure 
noncorrosive Way Oil 
contc1ining a sulphur bnse 
and a tacky additive. 
Viscosi·ty: 300-350 Sec. 

Saybolt at 100 
degrees F. ~-~ 

Examples: Sun Oil Co. Wa_t 
Lubricant (P-47) 
Socony-Vacuwn Oil Co. 
Vactra #2. 

Good quality Ball and Rolle 
Bearing Grease of permanent 
composition • 

" 
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C/\UTION: If your· l ;:ithe i s equipped with :ceversing electrical 
equipment be sure to disengage the cl~tch by placing the 
Mechanical J\or'on Control Lever in ei ther the neutral or brake 
position, before changing fr'om forwa rd to reverse or rever s e to 
forward. Allow s ufficient t ime before ·::ha nging t he direction 
of rotation of the motor for the me t or to stop , othe:.~wise you 
will blow a fuse or ki ck out. the heater uni t.s. If by chanc8 
the mot or should change rotation quic kl;r from a high fo rwa:rd 
speed and the headstock clutch is ~ngaged, s e~ioua damage might 
result. 

The Powerturn Lathe has three spindle speed change levers functi oning in the same 
as on Model 11 X11 Lathes, but an improved J'1'le th od h Rs been provided f or ouickly and 
propet'ly positioning them for any clesfred spinrn.e 5peed. /1 !mob is provided in the 
center of the front headstock casting whicn rotates ;:i dial type speed index plate. 
As the knob is rotated, a window dire ct.ly above t he kn::>b indica tes any one of t he 
24 :opindle speeds ohtained on the machine ;:ind the position for the Shifter Levers 
for each speed. At the same time, colored indicator lii?hts s i1e,w the a ctual position 
for each lever. In addition.1 Powerturn Lathes a·te equ:ip!'ed with a drum type Cut
Speed Tndica.tor. By rotnting the drnm 5 any one of a nu..mber of different work pie ce 
diameters are brour.ht into y·lewo, As tlE y ~ppea1.'·~ the p rope r soindle FPM and M?.ximum 
Allowable Horsepower are easj l y selected for any cut;cing speed based on the particular 
workpiece diamete·c s hown. 

Determining the prope r spindle speed s h ift.er levet· l ocations on the Powerturn Lathe 
can easily be nccomplished l,y foll owing the staps o:itlined bel ow: 

lo If the fDiwlle !"peed h 01 s been pre-determj_nedJ !"imply 1:'otate the Dial 
Type Index Pl e t e nntil the one cleterrr,ined speed comes into view in the A 
indica.tor window fl t.hen s hift the levers to the positions indicated by W 
the illumin;:i tad indicator lights. If the cut s peed must be determined 
for a pa rticula r diameter s:.mp:i.y revo~ve the drum until th;:it di a.meter 
in the next nearest diameter appea :c-s ~ i:.hen · check the cut speed obtainable 
a.t this parti cula r spindle speed. At the -c,ime you c an quickly check 
the maximum hol·sepower c,ut you can t,:ike at t:ii::; speed. Since your 
lathe is equipped with an Ammete:c -::aj_ibrated for hc-c.sepowe :c consumption, 
you can avoid overloc=; ding of t he mac:hi.ne o r you can i nc r ease your feed and 
depth of cut depending upon the ~Lir,1itatio:1s of the workpiece. I n this 
way you can use the ma chine t c rr.axim:.un c8pc1c:i. ty. 

2. If the spindle speed has not heen p·re- det8:rmine d, but the cut speed in 
feet per minute is known 9 it is easy to determine prciper spindle speed 
by rotating the drum until the diarnete·c that most nead y approximates 
the dimneter to be tur ned, comes into vhMo Locate the cut speed and 
it will indicate prope:r spindle RPM r:nd the mc1ximurn allowable horsepower 
cut. 

Another reconnnended us e for the cut speed and mc1xi:;nur:, hors ep ower indicator is to 
pre-determine a secorn:l Pett i ng for the ouick chanr:e le,rers. If the j ob is such that 
necessitates m::ichining more than one diamete1~ on ·the same workpiece., the operator can., 
while the lathe is turning one diameter., quickly dete~rnine his l e ve r settings for the 
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next cut. ~-:hen the first cut has been completed, the opfr.ato·r. has only to 
reposition the levers to the illumiW:>ted indicator liphts to retain annroxim::it i ng 
the same cut speed on different di8meters o 

CA!ITION: Do not shif't spindle speeds while the headstock spindle is 
turning excent at very low speedso If you cannot :::hift the gears 
when the spindle is stopped, use the Mechanical Apron Control Lever 
to ,jog the spindle until the gears mesh properly o 

The Thread ?nd Peed Index Plate is no longer a pa r t of the dial indicator as was 
true of Mode l X Lathes o Although it is now mounted separately, the procedure to 
obtain any desired thread or feed is the sarne a s described i n tl1e Model X Operatoris 
Manual. 

NOTE: On the first lot of POl,-JERTUR.N Latr.es, the Thread and Fee d 
Index Plate shows a range of leads in inches D1at corresponds to 
the range sho1-m in the operator· s manua.l as 11eing obtainable on 
Model X Latheso \vhile it is sti~.l poss:i.ole to set up the POWERTURN 
Lathe to obtain these l eads, unl ess your machine is equipped with 
•\pron Controlled Peverse to Lead.scre!,r_. yo u cannot conveniently 
chase leads t ha t cannot be picked up w:i.th t he Thread Indicatoro 
If you have considerable ase for any of t he special leads that a re 
shown on the index plate ;:ind/or in the Moclel X 0per;:i tor I s r-~anual, your 
lathe should have been ordered with /\pron Controlled Reverse to 
Leadscrewo The push button operated alect.·dcal reverse to 
spindle 1,rhich is -=1vail::i ble for P,1·.JEPTlJHi'T L8thes is not a practical 
way to reverse the carriage nnc!er power ,rith +.he half nuts closed. 
This, of course ; is necessary .for each successive pc1ss of the tool 
when chasinv. such leads, to mBintaii1 reP.'J.st.er hetween tl-ie . lec1 d of 
the work nic:ce and the l ead of the l eadscrew. It can be done, and 
for an occasionally odcl lead job wo ulrl he satis f ;icto-cy, but the 
necessity for di~enF,:>ginp: the clt:t.ch w,.t .h the f'Jiechanical /\pr.on Control 
Lever, stopping the ~otor befor.s yo·u can r-everse it And then re
enga.ging the clutch with the Iv!echanical /\.pron Control Lever to 
return the ' cc1rriaF,e to the starting point~ foy- each successive 
pass of the tool, takes entirely ton ~uch time to consider 
this a nr~ct ir.al •,rnv of ch asin(; such leads o 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE MODEL "X" UTHE 
OPER,'\TOR 1 S fv'.A.NU.I\L AND PEPAIR PARTS LISTS FOR POWERTURN LATHES 

The Powerturn Operator's Manual and the Powe:rtu-rn li'epair Pa r.ts Hanual are being 
prepar.ed. On cornpletion they uill be sent to all Po,-:rer.tu·cn Lc1the 01-mers. 

1.'!hile a number of changes have been made to increase horsepower. capacity9 strength 
and rigidity, the basic constructi on ,3 nd oper.ation of the Powerturn Lathe is similar 
enough to the Model 11 X11 Lathe to permit temporary U!::e of the Model 11 X11 LAthe Operator 1 s 
and Repair _Parts Manl.18 ls. Important differences in the two lathes are noted belNl. 

LEVELING 

The lathe should be cleaned anrl leveled in accordance with instructions in the booklet 9 

"J;-reparinQ' Lodge ?t '=:hipley LAthe for Action11 • New hollow type leveling screws have 
been provided to permit the u.se of found,<:!tion bolts through the screw. It should 
he rernembered thPt found~tion hol t s should onl y be use<l to prevent the lathe from 
·11walking". Under no circumstances Pho,· l d nuts on t he bolts be run dmm tight against 
the top of the leveling screw bec/3use this will prevent proper initial levelinf, and 
in addition will cause difficulty in maintaining the ma c hine in a level condition. 

LT.JRRIC , TION 

Lubrication instructions a.re given on pages two and three of this manual o It should 
be noted that the reservoir for lub:ricatjng t he end r,eAring (Station 1) can only be 
filled 9 on the first lot of Powerturn Lathes, after removing the lower half of the 
head end cover. Present Powerturn Lathes have a flush type oiler inserted in the cover 
directly over the reservoir. This minor modif'ica.tion to fir.st-lot lathes can te ma de 
easily b:r the customer in his shop. 

Standard equipment on Powerturn lathes includes a Purolator Type PR-303--3 Oil Filter. 
A precise length of time for replacin g the filter element cannot be given but a p,ood 
"rule of thumb" would be to replace when dirty or when the headstock oil is drained. 
Element replacement is PurolAtor element Asf'embl y numbe r. 3002?-2. 

Push hutton and c'1·Jitch cnn+,rols a r e now converd.entl y l oc;:it.ed on the front of the 
headstock. 

Powerturn L:;ithes do not h---ve mechc1nica l f orward and reverse spindle speed arr.angement. 
This is a change from the constructj on provided for Hodel 11 X11 L;;i t hes. The double 
s j_ded multi-clisc clutch i~ stj 11 uped, hut one half of the clut ch is for fo't'ward 
s pindle f'peeds j the other h;il f no,,r prov:i.cle~ ;:i ~moo th positive hr ake. 

'['he Hech::inical Anron Control Levers on Powe rt urn Lathe s provide starting and braking. 
Li.ftin g the lever engage i: the clu+.ch c1n d st-.arts t he spindl e . Pl c1cing the l ever in the 
center position provides a neutral f or the spindle. Placing the lever in the lowest 
posit ion provides brakin ~ of the spindl e . The Mechanical Apron Control Levers should 
always be in the neu1~r al or brake pos ition before the main dri ve motor is startedo " 
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When to 
Oil 

Daily 

6 Honths 

6 ~·-1onths 

Dail y 

Daily 

When 
re~~uired 

Uhen 
required 

Weekly 

Station 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4, r' 6, ::>, 
7, 8 0 

' /J 

10 

11, 12, 
13, 14 

15 

16 

17 

LUBHIC;\'I'IOi'I rnsnw , ,}.JS AND SPl!:CJFICATIONS 

FOR POWER TUilll SERIES 

Parts Lubricated 

Quadrant End Gearing 

Headstock Gearinr:s .:ind 
.3earin1rs 

,:~uick Change Gearing and 
Bearings 

Hiscellaneous Cnrriai::;e and 
Taper i,ttachment Bearinc;s 

Hiscellaneous Tailstock Parts 

Apron Gears and Bearings 
Dedways and Cross Slide Ways 

Inner Bedways for Ta ilstock 

Cross Feed Screw and Nuts 

Instructions 

Oil with a squirt can 

Fill to full l evel - operate 
n~chine to circulate oil -
maintain level ui'th machine 
idle - appro}r. 4 e;alo 1Jl1, 16 11 

H.D • ., 20ll Std, 

1-Iaintain l evel - 1 qt" 13 11 , 

16 11 ILD~ and 20 11 St,d 0 

Oil Hith squirt can 

Oil Hith a squirt can 

Fill to full level approx. 1 
pt. 1Jl1, 16 11 H,,D . and 2011 Std. 

Fill to full l evel - approx. 
1/4 pt. 13 11 , 1611 H.D. and 
2011 St Id. 

Apply two or three shots uith 
grease gun 

,. 

Specifications 

Highly Refined Hineral 
Oil entirely .free from 
acids and alkali and 
possessing high oxidation 
stability and film 
strength. 

Viscosity: 150-275 Seco 
Saybolt at 
100° F. 

Speci al extreme pressure 
noncorros ive Way Oil 
containing a sulphur base 
and a tacky additive. 
Viscosity: 300-350 Sec. 

Saybolt at 100 
degrees F. 

1
., 

Examples: Sun Oil Co. W~ 
Lubricant (P-47) 
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. 
Vactra #2. 

Good quality Ball and Rolle 
Bearing Grease of pern1anent 
composition. 
Viscosity: 60-100 Sec~ 

~ayoolt at :CluOF. 



CAUTI0N: If you-r lRthe is equipped with ·ceversing electrical 
equipment be sure to dise~gage the clutch by placing the 
Mechanical Apt'on Control Lever in either the neutral or brake 
position, before changing from forward to reverse or reverse to 
forward 0 Allow sufficient tiire b'=lfore changing the direction 
of rotation of the motor for the me tor to stop, otherwise you. 
will blow a fuse or kick out the i11;)ater uni t,s o If by chance 
the motor should chanee rotatio.1 quickly from & high fo:n-ra:-cd 
speed a.nd the headstock clutch is e_ngaged:1 se~ious damage might 
result. · 

The Powertu't'n Lathe has three spindle speed change leve·rs functioning in the sarr.e 
as on Model 11X" Lathes, but an improved rriethod has l1ean provided fo-r ouickly and 
properly positioning them fo't' any nes:i red :=:pindj_e speed. A knob is provided in the 
center of the front headstock casting whicl1 rotatr-=s a dial type speed index plate. 
As the knob is rotated, a window oi-r.ectly a-oove the knob indicates any one of the 
24 1:pindle speeds ohtained on the machine ,md the position for the Shifter Levers 
for each speed. At the same time .'.I colored indicator lights si10w the actual position 
for. each levero In addition, Powerturn Lathes a·,·e. equipned with a drum type Cut
Speed rndicator. By rotating the drums any one of a nu.mber of different work piece 
diameters a "."e brought into v:i.ewo. As th~ y ~ppea 1:·J; the proper spindle RPM and MBximum 
Allowable Horsepower are easj l y selected for any cutting speed based on the particular 
workpiece diameter show--n. 

Determining the p-roper spindle speed shii'i:.er lever locations on the Fowe:rturn Lathe 
can easily be accompli1::;l1erl hy .following the st2ps o'.ltlined below: 

1. If the 8Dinrlle :=:peed hci s been pre-determj_ned, :=:imply rotate the Dial 
Type Index niate nntil the one determined speed comes into vieu in the A 
indica.tor window, then shift the levers to the posi t.ion.s indicated by W 
the illumincitad indicator lights o If the cut speed must be determined 
for a particular diameter simply re·\0 0~.ve the drw11 until th;:it dia.meter 
in the next nearest d:i.a.meter appea :cs - then check the cut speed obtainable 
at this particular spindle speedo At the t,ime you can quickly check 
the maximum ho~·sepower e·ut. you can tc1ke at -Lhi3 speedo Since your 
lathe is equipped with an Ammeter c:aiibrated for hoTsepower consumption, 
you can avoid overloa ding of the mAe:hine or you can increase your feed and 
depth of cut depending upon the ~Lirnit at.:i.o~,s of the workpiece o In this 
way you can use the machine to maxim·..mi capc1 d. ty. 

2 o If the spindle speed has not been p-re-det~n1ine cl, but the cut speed in 
feet per minute is kno,m~ it is e8sy to detennine proper spindle speed 
by rotating the drum until the diarnete-c that mos ~ nea-rly approxima~es 
the di::imeter to be turnec, comes into viewo Locate the cut speed c1nd 
it will indicate proper spindle PPM 2nd the 1Mximum allowable horsepower 
cuto 

Another recommended use for the cut speed and mRXii11UIT! horsepo1-::er indicato-r is to 
pre-determine a second Petting for the qui(!Jc char.p.e leve-rs. If the job is such that 
necessitates m::ichining mo,:,e than one diameter- on -che same workpiece, the operator can, 
while the lathe is turning one diamete-r 9 quickly detemine his lever settings for the 
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next cut. 1·.71,en the first cut hAs been completed, the opfrato;• has only to 
reposition the levers to the illumin;:1ted indicator lip:hts to retain annroxim;,ting 
the same cut speed on different diameters o 

CATJTION: Do not shirt spindle speeds while the headstock spindle is 
turning excent at very low epeedso If' you cannot :=ohift the gears 
when the spincile is 1::topped, u:=:e the Mechanical Apron Control Lever 
to ,jog the spindle until the gears mesh properly a 

The T-i,-read ;,nd Peed Index Plate is no longer a p3 -rt of the dial indicator as was 
t-rue of Model X Lathes o !\lthough it is now mounted separately, the p-rocedu-re to 
obtain any desired thread or feed is the sarne c1s described in the Model X Operator's 
Manual, 

NOTE: On the first lot of PO\vERTlffiN Lathes, the Thread and Feed 
Index Plate sho1-1s a rnnee of lea ds in inches that corresponds to 
the range shoi-m in the operator: s manual as being obtainable on 
Model X Latheso While it is sti]_l possiole to set up the POWERTURN 
Lathe to obtain t hese leads, unless your machine is equipped wi th 
•\pron Controlled Peverse to Leadscret--L, you cannot conveniently 
chase leads that cannot be pic:ked up with the Thread Indicator. 
If you have considerable UE>e for any of t.he special leads that are 
s hown on the index plate ;md/or in the Mocle1 X 0perr1 t:.or I s t~anual, your 
lathe should have been ordered wit,h A-pt'on Controlled Reverse to 
Leadscrew o The push but ton operated electrical reverse to 
spindle ,·,hich is -=1vaih ble for f0 h7EPT1.JR.i'J Lathes is not a practical 
wa.y to reverse the carriage nnc!er power with +.he half nut:=o closed o 
This~ of course ~ is necessary for each successive pass of the tool 
when chasinP: such leads, to maintain re~ist.er hetween tlie _ lead o.f 
the wor.k piece and the lead of th e leadscrew. It can be done • .gnd 
fo r an occasionally odd lead j ob ,-rould he satisf;:ictory, but t.he 
necessity for diseng-=1g:i np.: the ch::.t.ch wi t.h the r-~echanical II.pron Control 
Lever, st:.opping the motor befor.s you ca.n reverse it r1nd then re
enga.ging the clutch with the Mechanical /\.pron Control Lever to 
return the ' c8-rria ge to the starti r1g point.• for ea ch successive 
na~s of the tool, takes entirely too much time to consider 
this a nr,.,ctical ,-rav of chasinp: such leads. 

....... .......... 
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MODEL X LATHE 

Operator's Manual 

This manual was written for the purpose of instructing the operator of a 
Lodge & Shipley Model X Lathe in the proper care and operation of his 
machine. 

At the time of writing, the manual was completely up-to-date . However, 
due to continual improvements in design, it is possible that descriptions 
contained herein may vary slightly from the machine delivered to you. 
This would imply nothing more than the fact that the machine has been 
improved to better fulfill your requirements. 

THE LODGE & SHIPLEY CO. 
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO, U.S. A. 

··•·~·~t~<. 

··· ·:\ 

. ., .. . . 
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Topslide Screw Ballcrank and Dial-----~ 
Round Tool Post----

Headstock Center----, 
Key Drive Spindle Nose---. 

Ring Lock Nut 

Crossfeed Screw Ballcrank, 
And Micrometer Ball Stop· 

Cut Speed Indicator 

Speed Change Levers 

Ratio Lever 
Range Lever 

Instruction Plate_ 

Sliding Tumbler , 
Locking Lever 

Dial Index Plate 
Leadscrew Clutch 

Lever 

Feed Rod Clutch 
Lever 

Push Button Station ----:±:::--.'lil-.ll!-!111!1 
& Pilot Light 

Front Levelling Screws 

Mechanical Apron Control Lever---~ 

Safety Stop----' 
Carriage Length Stop-----' 

Handwheel-------' 

Length Feed Lever-----~ 

Cross Feed Lever---------' 
Feed Direction Lever-----------' 

Mechanical Apron Control Lever----------' 

Half Nut Lever---------~ 

Compound Rest Top Slide 

·Carriage Binder Screw 

Thread Indicator 

,---------------Tailstock Center 
,---------------Tailstock Spindle 

~------------Tailstock Spindle 
Binder Lever 

-.::::~~~~-.:~-fi:\--++---Locking Bolts 

IVl/---!-~U;..---- Handw he e 1 

Steady Rest 

Quick Acting 
Clamping Lever 

Set Over Screw 

Traverse Rack 
Leads crew 

'-----Coolant and Chip Pan 

"----Carriage Length Stop 

Front Levelling Screws 

Reverse To Leadscrew Lever 

Figure 1. - Model X - 14" Heavy Duty Toolmaker Lathe . 
• 
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Headstock Center ------------, ------- Safety Stop 

Key Drive Spindle Nose Carriage Length Stop 

Ring Lock Nut Cross Feed Screw Ballcrank,Dial and Micrometer Ball Stop 

Feed Rod Clutch Lever Compound Rest Base 

Leadscrew Clutch Lever Tool Post 

Headstock Oil Level Window Compound Rest Top Slide 

Oil Pressure Indication Window Topslide Screw Ball Crank and Dial 

Cut Speed Indicator Half Nut Lever 

Speed Change Levers Carriage Binder Screw 

Headstock Oil Filter Cleaner 

Thread Direction Lever 

Pull Knob 

.-----------------Tailstock Center 

---------------Tailstock Spindle Binder Lever 

r---r---------,,-,------ Locking Bolts 

Range Lever ~ _ 

Sliding Tumbler Locking Lever -tr; 
Instruction Plate I · 

Dial Index Plate 

Mechanical Apron Control Lever 

Push Button Station 

Front Levelling Screws __ .....__ __ _.,,. 

Hand Wheel -----------' 
Length Feed Lever ___________ __. 

Cross Feed Lever ____________ __, 

Feed Direction Lever _____________ _, 

Mechanical Apron Control Lever -----------------' 
Compound Rest Swivel ______________ ___, 

.~~4'+-Pr---~L-J::a,.._----Tailstock Spindle 

r-----,~!!Slt---- Hand Wheel 

rL. •~w'-,---- Steady Rest 

Locking Bolts 

Set Over Screw 

Traverse Rack -~r--- Lead screw 

Feed Rod 

Moving Crank 

Coolant and Chip Pan 

Carriage Length Stop 

---'-------Front Levelling Screws 

Figure 2 - Model X - 20" Heavy Duty Engine Lathe 
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Compound Rest Swivel 

Compound Rest Top Slide 

Compound Rest Base 

Cross Feed Screw Hand Wheel 
Dial and Micrometer Ball Stop 

4 Jaw Independent Chucks Mounted 
To Each End of Hollow Spindle 

Push Button Station 
Cut Speed Indicator _=::::::Jl!~~~J~ 

Speed Change Levers--+-11-1--Z-~~ 

Thread Direction Leve 

Pull Knob Lever · 
Range Lever 

Sliding Tumbler 
Locking Lever · 

Instruction Plate 

Dial Index Plate 

Feed Rod Clutch 
Lever 

Front Levelling Screws 

r------Round Tool Post 

------Topslide Screw Ballcrank and Dial 

r---Carriage Binder Screw 

.----Thread Indicator 

,-----Tailstock Spindle Binder Lever 

----Tailstock Center 

---Tailstock Spindle 

.-r----- 2 - Speed Spindle Travel 
Tailstock Attachment 

Locking Bolts 

Steady Rest 

b----#r~•~--- Set Over Screw 

• !!--=-~--Moving Crank 

Lead Screw 

,,,,,,...___ ____ Feed Rod 

Carriage Length Stop 

'----- Coolant and Chip Pan 

..__ __ Front Levelling Screws 

Electrical Apron Control Lever Safety Stop 
Carriage Length Stop--~ 

Hand Wheel---____. Half Nut Lever 
Length Feed Leve·r ____ _. 

.___ __ Feed Direction 
Cross Feed Lever ____ ___, Lever 

Figure 3. - Model X - 25 11 Heavy Duty Oil Country Lathe. 



CLEANING, ERECTING AND LEVELING 

For full and complete information on this subject, see bulletin entitled "Pre
paring Lodge & Shipley Lathes for Action". 

CONNECTING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

After connecting the main line wires, check the direction 
tion with the indicating arrows on the face of the pulley sheave. 
ant that the motor run in the proper direction. 

LUBRICATION 

of pulley rota
It is import-

The importance of proper lubrication cannot be over emphasized. The con
tinued accuracy and long life of the machine depends largely upon proper lubrica
tion at all times; so do not neglect lubrication after the machine has been in
stalled. Lubrication of the l athe should start as soon as it has been cleaned and 
before any of the mechanisms are operated or any sliding uni ts are moved. A 
complete lubrication chart will be found on pages 6 and 7. Refer to it frequently 
and follow the instructions carefully. It is very important that you use only the 
grades of oil which meet the specifications given, and it is certainly false economy 
to use any but the_ highest quality lubricants . The following paragraphs present 
a general description of the various lubrication systems . 

The headstock lU:brication system for the Model X 14" and 16" Heavy Duty and 

the 20' 1 Standard Lathes is shown in Fig. 4 . It is a forced system which oper
ates by the action of the centrifugal pump shown, pumping the oil from a separate 
reservoir below and to the rear of the headstock, through a Cuna oil filter at the 
front of the headstock and then to the oil-distributor troughs over the top of the 
bearings and gearing. The oil drains from the moving parts to the bottom of the 
headstock and then returns to the reservoir. The headstock lubrication system 
for the 20" Heavy Duty Lathes and larger and the 25" Standard and Heavy Duty Oil 
C ountry Lathes is quite similar except the bottom of the headstock casting is used 
as the oil reservoir instead of the separate reservoir toward the rear . 

The Cuna oil filter is incorporated in the system to insure the distribution of 
clean oil at all times. The handle of the filter should be turned frequently to clear 
the filter plates· and allow the sludge to drop into the small reservoir immediately 
below the filter. The filter element should be removed and cleaned and the sludge 
drained by removing the plug at the bottom of the reservoir whenever the head
stock reservoir is drained. If at any time the _plug is removed from the reservoir 
and no oil starts to drain out immediately, it is certain that sludge has accumul
ated and should be cleaned out. 

Page 5 
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LUBRICATING INSTRUCTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

Priming Cup (unde 

14 ::A~~ 
13~·-· , ' ~----
11 . :--~~-r~ , , 

12----

\ .\ 
':::'i L \.111 

REAR VIEW - MODEL X 
20 11 HD AND LARGER 

Priming Pl u7 

Level 
For 1 Rear 

~;;.,, ___ F,..✓ ~--~ 5::i~ 
\ . rt: :_ ~ Drain 

'.:J.:iiiillllll.lllr'jJ - For 1 
·- ---- ... 

REAR VIEW - MODEL X 
1411

, 16 11 & 20 11 STD. 
Priming Cup (under cover) 

1 Detector Window For 1 
2 • r - , - 20 

Oil Filter 

Filter Drain----..... 

3 

4 

evel For 1 16 

9 Level 15 
8 For 1 .,. 

- -
Detector Window 

For 3 1 

Front Drain 
For 3 

Level For 3 

Drain For 6 
Manual Pump Lever 

FRONT VIEW - MODEL X LATHE 

T AILSTOCK MODEL X 
1411

, 1611 & 20 11 STD. 

21 
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WHEN TO 
OIL 

6 
Months 

6 
Months 

Daily 

Daily 

Daily 

Daily 

When 
Required 

When 
Required 

Daily 

Weekly 

Weekly 

Weekly 

STATION NUMBER 

1 

3 

4 

5 
{20" H. D. and larger 
Engine, Toolmaker and 
Oil Country Lathes) 

16, l 7, 18, I 9 , 21 & 22 

20 
(2-Sneed Tailstockl 

6 

15 

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13 

2 
{Now lubricated for life) 

14-A 
( 14", 16", 20" Std. ) 

14 
(20" H. D. and larger 
Engine, Toolmaker, and 
A:1 'r:nnntrv T ,,thoc 

16 
(B. B. Tailstock Center) 

-LUBRICATING INSTRUCTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

PARTS LUBRICATED INSTRUCTIONS SPECIFICATIONS 

Headstock Gearing and Bearings Drain and refill every 6 months. 
and Pulley Gearing Maintain level with machine idle. 

Drain sludge from filter . 
3 Gal. - - 14", 16 11 HD g. 20" Std. 
4 1/2 Gal.- 20" HD 
4 Gal. - 25" Std. 
5 1/2 Gal.- 25 11 HD 

Highly Refined Mineral Oil 
3 1/2 Gal.- 32 11 Std. 

entirely free from acids and 
8 Gal. - 25" Std . , 8 7 / 8 11 HS 
3 Gal. - 25 11 HD . , 11 1 / 2" HS alkali and possessing high 

Drain and refill every 6 months. 
oxidation stability and film 

Quick Change Gearing and strength. 
Bearings, and End Gearing and Maintain level 

Viscosity : 150-275 Sec. l Qt. -1411 ,16 11 HD & 20" Std. 
Bearings 3 Qt .- 20", 25" HD & 25", 32" Std. Saybolt at 

25" Std. 8 7 / 8 11 HS, 100° F. 
25" HD. 11 1/ 2 11 HS 

Quadrant End Gearing Oil with a Squirt Can 

Leadscrew and Feed Oil with a Squirt Can 
Rod Forward Bearings 

Miscellaneous Oil with a Squirt Can 

Bearings for Counter and Oil with a Squirt Can 
Reduction Unit 

Apron Gears & Bearings, 1/ 2 Pt. 14", 1611 HD & 20" Std. Special extreme pressure 
3 / 4Pt . 20".25" HD& 25 11 & 32" Std. Bedways & Cross Slide Ways 3?Pt.25" Std . 8 7?" HS, noncorrosive Way Oil con-
3 4 Pt . 25" HD 11 1 2"HS taining a sulphur base and 

Inner Bedways for Tailstock Maintain level. 
a tacky additive. 
Viscosity: 300-350 Sec. 

0Pt. required Saybolt at 100° F. 
Examples: Sun Oil Co . Way 

Miscellaneous Carriage and Oil with a Squirt Can Lubricant (P-47) 
Taper Attachment Bearing Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. 

Vactra #2. 

Pulley Bearing Apply two or three shots with 
Grease Gun 

Cross Feed Screw and Nuts Apply two or three shots with Good quality Ball and 
Grease Gun Roller Bearing Grease of 

permanent composition. 
Viscosity: 60-100 Sec. 

Saybolt.at 
Screw Threads and Ball Apply grease with Grease Gun 21°0° F. 
Bearings for Center until old grease is forced out 

around center . 
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Figure 4 - Model X - 1411 16 11 H. D. and 20 1 1 Std. Headstock with Cover Removed 

Oil should always be seen splashing against the detector window at the front 
of the headstock whenever the motor is dr iving the pulley. If no flow of oil is 
visible, the pump is not operating and it should be checked immediately. It 
should be remembered that the pump will not operate if the pulley is being driven 
in the wrong direction. If all the oil has drained out of the pump it may be nec
essary to prime it first to get started. Check the lubrication chart on pages 6 
and 7 for the location of the priming plug or cup to use for pouring oil into the 
pump. 

The oil in the headstock reservoir should be drained occasionally and replaced 
with clean, fresh oil. The frequency depends upon how much the lathe is being 
used, but good average recommendations are included in the lubrication chart. 

It should be carefully noted that two oil level windows, a low level and a high 
level, are provided at the rear of the headstock oil reservoir of the 1411 and l 6 11 

Heavy Duty and the 20 11 Standard Lathes. When the headstock is initially -
filled with oil, it should be filled up to the high level and then operated for a 
short period until the pump has had a chance to circulate the oil through the en-
tire system . The headstock should then be stopped and the oil given a chance 
to drain back into the reservoir as much as it will. Some of the oil will remain 
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in the headstock itself, particularly in the lower recess housing the feed drive 
gears. More oil should then be added until the high level is once again reached. 
Whenever the headstock is stopped afterward, the high level will be maintained. 
The low level window simply indicates the level at which the reservoir should 
immediately be refilled. 

Only one oil level window is provided for the headstock of the 20" Heavy 
Duty Lathes and larger and the 25 11Standard and Heavy Duty Oil Country Lathes 
and it is located at the front of the headstock under the detector window. The 
level determined by the initial filling will be very nearly maintained whenever 
the headstock is stopped. More oil, of course, should be added as required. 

All of the aprons and carriages are also provided with automatic lubrication. 
A plunger type pump is mounted in the apron and a utomatically operated by 
either the longitudinal or cross feed. It supplies oil from the apron reservoir 
to the gears and bearings in the apron, to the bedways, and to the compound 
rest bottom slide. The pump may be operated by hand to supply o i l tc the bed
ways before moving the carriage, by means of the manual pump lever directly 
below the clutch levers on the front of the apron. Shear wipers are ·provided 
at each end of the carriage bearings. The shear wipers should be removed, 
cleaned and replaced periodically. In replacing them, care should be exercised 
to be sure they are bearing on the bedway for thei r full width . 

The tailstock bases of all sizes of Model X Lathes include oil reservoirs 
and wicking to automatically lubricate the bedways. Shear wipers are a l so 
provided for the ways at each end of the tailstock to clean the ways as the tail
stock is moved along the bed. Thes e shear wipers should also be removed, 
cleaned and replaced periodically. 

The totally enclosed quick change gear boxes are automatically lubric ated 
by a plunger type pump at the bottom of the box. The pump is operated by a 
cam which is driven whenever the feed gears are revolving. Oil should be seen 
splashing against the detector window on the right end of the quick change gear 
box whenever the thread and feed mechanism is being used. If no flow is visible 
the pump should b e chec ked immediately. On very fine feeds, however, the 
flow may not be quite enough to touch the window . The oil is pumped from the 
reservoir at the bottom of the box to a distributing system at the top of the box. 
There itis distributed to the quick change gears and bearings as well as to the 
end gearing bearings and leadscrew and feed rod forward bearings . As indi
cated on the lubrication chart, the large cup at the top of the end gearing cover 
is used to supply oil to the w i cking which lubricates the quadrant e nd gears . 
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TIPS TO INSURE ACCURATE WORK 

If difficulty is experienced in maintaining turning, facing and boring oper
ations to within standard limits, the chances are this is caused by the lathe 
being out of level. Experience gained in hundreds of cases on complaints of 
this nature enables us to make this statement authoritatively. The first thing 
to do is to relevel the lathe carefully using a good sensitive machinists' level. 

For work held between centers, it is important to make sure that the centers 
in the work line up with each other. Remember that if a long piece is turned 
without a steady rest or follow rest, the work itself will spring away from the 
tool to some extent. 

While misalignment may have been caused by rough handling in shipment, 
these cases are so extremely rare that all other possibilities should be exhausted 
first before requesting a factory service call. If the lathe chatters, it may be 
due to one or more of the following causes: 

(1) Machine may not be level; see bulletin entitled "Preparing Lodge 
& Shipley Lathes for Action". 

(2) One or more of the lev~ling screws may not be resting solidly on 
leveling plates; carefully readjust. 

(3) Work may not be well enough supported by extending too far out 
from chuck; chuck the work shorter or support outer end in a steady 
rest. 

(4) Work supported between centers may be too long in relation to the 
diameter; use a steady rest near the middle of the piece when the 
length is more than about 12 times the diameter. 

(5) Oil, grease, or dirt may be between the bore of the driver and the 
spindle nose; carefully clean and dry both the bore and the nose. 

(6) Nicks maybe in the bore of the driver or on the spindle nose; care
fully polish smooth. 

(7) The keyway of the driver maybe b earing on the top of the key in the 
spindle nose; file the keyway for clearance - do not alter the key in 
the spindle nose. 

NOTE: If chucks or other drivers tend to loosen on the nose during oper- -

ation, points #5, #6, or #7 will undoubte dly be the cause. 

(8) The adapter plate, if used, may be loose against the driver or im
properly fit to the spindle nose; alter as required. 
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(9) There may be end play in the spindle; see instructions on pagel5 
for adjusting spindle bearings. 

(10) The cross-slide or top slide gibs may be too loose; readjust care
fully - see page 22. 

{11) Cutting edge of tool may be below center line; readjust to bring it 
on center to 1/32" above center. 

{12) Dirt may have collected between the centers and the workpiece, the 
tailstock center and spindle bore, the headstock center and collet, 
or the collet and bore; carefully clean all surfaces. 

(13) Cutting tool may be too weak or may be overhanging the block too 
far. 

(14) Cutting tool may be loose in the block. 

(15) If using a tool holder with an inserted bit, the bit may be loose . 

(16) If using an unbalanced driving fixture or machining an unbalanced 
workpiece, the mac hine may vibrate; counterbalanc e w i th wei ghts 
on the light side of the spi ndle. 

(17) The cutting speeds and feeds may be incorre ct; get proper recom
mendations and res e t machine. 

(18) Foundation may not be rigid enough to isolate vibration from adja 
c e nt machi nes. 

HEADSTOCK 

Figure 4 s hows t h e top view of Model X 16 11 Heavy Duty L athe heads tock 
with the cover removed. Except for the nota ble differences m e ntione d below, 
it may be considered typic al of the Lathes. Note that 24 forward speeds and 
16 r e verse s p e eds a r e obtaine d by shifting s pur gears _along harde ned splined 
shafts by three . levers at the front of the headstock. In order to change the 
speeds , the l e vers are moved t o the locations i ndi cated o n the index plate for 
the desired speed. 

NOTE: Do not shift the ge ar s b e fore s topping the spindle. 

If the leve rs do not move readi ly t o engage the sele c ted spe ed, e ngage the 
friction clutch slightly to move the ge ar s a small amount. A neutral pos ition 
(lettered "N'') i s included in o r der to make it pos s ible to rotate the s pindle by 
hand for adjusting chuck jaws , e tc. 
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Figure 5 - Maximum Horsepow er and Cut Speed Indicator with Ammeter 

The standard Slide Rule Type Spindle Speed Index Plate and Ma ximwn 
Horsepower · and Cut Speed Indicator along with an Ammeter calibrated in 
horsepower (optiona l at additional cost) are shown in Figure 5. The stan
dard speed range for the 14" Heavy Duty Model X Lathe is 14 to 1160 R. P ·. M. 
with a maximum allow able horsepower of 10. That range and power is also 
the same for the 16 11 Heavy Duty and the 20" Standard machines and all 
three sizes also have optional intermediate ranges of 21 to 1740 R.P.M. 
with a maximum of 15 horsepower and high ranges of 24 to 2000 R.P . M. 
with a maximum of 20 horsepower. The standard speed range for the 20ii 
Heavy Duty and the 25" Standard machines is 9 to 500 R.P.M. with a maxi-_ 
mum of 20 horsepower and the high range is 13 1/2 to 750 R.P.M. with 
a maximum of 30 horsepower. The standard speed range for the 25 11 Heavy 
Duty and the 32" Standard Lathes is 7 1/2 to 422 R.P.M. with a maxirnwn 
of 25 horsepower and the high range is 9 to 507 R.P.M. with a maximum 
of 30 horsepower. A low speed range from 6 to 338 R.P.M. with a maxi
mum of 20 horsepower can also be supplied. The standard speed range for 
the 25" Standard Oil Country Lathe is 8 to 451 R.P.M. with a maximum 
of 20 horsepower and the low speed range is 6 to 338 R.P.M. with a maxi
mum of 15 horsepower. The standard speed range for the 25 11 Heavy Duty 
Oil Country Lathe is 6 to 338 R.P.M. with a maximum of 20 horsepower. 
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In every speed range of sizes 14", 16 11
, 20" HD, 20" and 25 11 Standard 

Model X Lathes, the highest eight spindle speeds are interlocked to prevent 
reversing of the spindle. Note from Figure 4 that whenever the high speed 
spindle gear is being driven, the interlock hook is in position to prevent 
the reverse clutch from being engaged. Reversing at the high speeds with
out allowing the spindle to stop completely w ould be detrimental to the 
gearing. On Lathe sizes 25" He~vy Duty and larger, an electrical reverse 
to the motor is furnished when ordered. A centrifugal interlock (zero switch) 
is provided on these lathes to prevent reversing the motor until motor RPM 
is approximately 50. When reversing is ordered on these lathes, the same 
range of spindle speeds available in the forward direction is also available 
1n reverse. 

The five shifter levers which pivot from the oil distributor trough are 
accurately set at the factory for full engagement of the gears. If however, 
for any reason, it becomes necessary to reposition the travel of the gears 
for proper meshing, eccentric bushings are provided at the pivots for mak
ing such an adjustment . It is then necessary to remove the pins, rotate 
the bushings for a suitable adjustment and repin. 

The Cut Speed Indicator should be used by moving the slider until the 
largest diameter (inches ; if metric-millimeters) of the workpiece to be 
machined {set up in either the right or left column) is in index with the 
suitable surface spe ed (ft. /min.; if metric, meters / min.) to be us e d for the 
job. At that point the proper R.P.M. and lever setting w ill appear at the 
top of the slot being used in the slide r and the maximum allowable horse
power for that R . P.M. will appear at the bottom. The horsepower shown 
simply indicates the max imum safe horsepower cut that can be taken · at 
that particular spindle speed. An Ammeter, when used in conjunction with 
the Cut Speed Indicator, show s the horsepow er consumed a t any given time 
or condition of cut. The machine, there fore, should never be operated in 
such a manner that the Ammeter shows a higher horsepow er than the Cut 
Speed Indicator for that particular spindle speed. On the other hand, in 
order to protect the motor, the machine should never be operated ove r a 
prolonged period with the Ammeter showing a higher horse power than the 
rated power of the motor. If desired, the approx imate horsepower that 
will be consumed by any cut may be calculated in advance by the usual 
formula . 

The feeds are driven from the spindle gear inside the headstock near 
the rear end of the spindle and then, although not completely visible in 
Figure 4, through a double-ended positiv e reversing clutch to a gear on 
the outside of the head which drives the end gearing to the quick-change 
gear box. The clutch is of the multiple-tooth type for all machines except 
toolmaker lathes, and is controlled by the threa d direction lever at the 
front of the head stock. For toolmaker lathes, the clutch is of the single
tooth type, since for threading, register between the spindle and leadscrew 
must be maintained. The clutch is then operated through the mechanical 
reverse to leadscrew linkage from the apron. The 25" Heavy Duty and 
the 32" Standard Lathes reverse by shifting a gear instead of a clutch. 
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HEADSTOCK SPINDLE 

The Key Drive Tapered Spindle Nose is standard on all sizes of Model 
X Lathes (except the Oil Country Lathes). Face plates, chucks, and other 
types of driving fixtures are made for direct application . When placing 
chucks or other drivers on the nose, the bore and nose should be thorough
ly cleaned and wiped to remove any oil or grease and then the spindle 
should be rotated to bring the key to the top. This key is designed to sup
port the fixtures and align them with the threaded lock ring. 

The Cam Lock Spindle Nose will be furnished optionally at no addition
al cost instead of the Key Drive Tapered Spindle Nose on all sizes of Model 
X Lathes from the 14" Heavy Duty through the 25" Standard. 

The spindle of the 25'' Standard Oil Country Lathe employs the Ameri
can Standard 15" A -1 spindle nose, while that of the 25" Heavy Duty Oil 
Country Lathe employs the American Standard 20" A-1 spindle nose. When 
changing chucks or face plates on the Oil Country Lathes, the bore and 
nose should be carefully cleaned and wiped to remove any oil or grease 
and the spindle rotated to bring the driving pin to the proper position to 
enter the chuck. The chuck should then be bolted tightly against the flange 
of the nose. 

The spindles of the 14" and 16 11 Heavy Duty and 20" Standard Lathes 
are supported at the front and center on two opposed tapered roller bear
ings and at the rear by a double row tapered roller bearing with a float
ing outer race, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the spindle assem
bly for the 20" Heavy Duty and larger Engine and Toolmaker Lathes in 
which the rear bearing is the same type as for the smaller sizes to allow 
free expansion of the spindle and the forward bearings are also two oppos
ed tapered roller bearings but are set closer together than are those in 
the smaller sizes. Figure 8 shows the spindle assembly for the Large 
Hole in Spindle Oil Country Lathes. 

Figure 6 - Spindle Mounting on Model X - 14", 16 11 H. D. and 20" Standard. 
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The spindle bearings are carefully adjusted before the lathe is shipped 
from the factory and unless absolutely necessary this adjustment should 
not be changed. 

To adjust the bearings on the 14" and 16 11 Heavy Duty and the 20" 
Standard Lathes, proceed as follows: 

Remove the main cover over the top of the headstock and rotate the 
spindle by hand until the socket head set screw which locks the adjusting 
nut can be loosened. The screw will be slightly peened over to prevent 
backing out, but can be broken loose with a good wrench. After releas
ing the lock screw, tighten the adjusting nut until the front and center taper
ed roller bearings are free of all end play and when the spindle is turn
ed by hand, there is a very slight drag. Rotate the spindle in alternate 
directions while tightening the adjusting nut to assure the proper seating 
of the bearing rolls. Relock the set screw tightly and repeen it; replace 
the cover; and run the headstock slowly at first and then faster, until the 
highest speed is reached. Operate at that speed for about an hour. Dur
ing that period, check the temperature of the bearings several times to see 
that it does not exceed about 140°F., and also make certain the bearings 
are not noisy. The rear bearing is set at the factory and will need no 
further adjusting in the field. 

Figure 7 - Spindle Mounting on Model X - 20" H. D. and 
Larger Engine and Toolmakers Lathes 
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To adjust the bearings on the 20 11 Heavy Duty and larger Engine and Toolmaker 
Lathes proceed as follows: 

Remove the main cover over the top of the headstock and rotate the spindle by 
hand until the socket head set screw which locks the adjusting nut can be loosened. 
The screw will be slightly peened over to prevent backing out, but can be broken 
loose with a good wrench. After releasing the lock screw, tighten the adjusting 
nut until the two front tapered roller bearings are free of ·au end play and, when 
the spindle is turned by hand, there is a very slight drag. Rotate the spindle in 
alternate directions while tightening the adjusting nut to assure the proper seating 
of the bearing rolls. Relock the set screw tightly and repeen it; replace the cover; 
and run the headstock slowly at first and then faster, until the highest speed is 
reached. Operate at that speed for about an hour. During that period, check the 
temperature of the bearings several times to see that it does not exceed about 140° 
F., and also make certain the bearings are not noisy. The rear bearing is set at 
the factory and will need no further adjusting in the field. 

Figure 8 - Spindle Mounting on Model X Oil Country Lathes 
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To adjust the bearings on the Large Hole in Spindle Oil Country Lathes, pro
ceed as follows: 

Rotate the spindle by hand until the socket head set screw which locks the -ad
justing nut at the rear of the spindle ca_"n be loosened. The screw will be slightly 
peened over to prevent backing out, but can be broken loose with a good wrench. 
After releasing the lock screw, tighten the adjusting nut until the bearings are free 
of all end play and, when the spindle is turned by hand, there is a very slight drag. 
Rotate the spindle in alternate directions while tightening the adjusting nut to as
sure the proper seating of the bearing rolls. The amount of drag should be checked 
by inserting two long bolts in diametrically opposite holes in the flange of the 
spindle nose and rotating the spindle by hand with the two bolts. The proper ad
justment is to have the bearings tight enough to allow the spindle to turn for about 
l 1/2 revolutions . Relock the set screw tightly, repeen it, and run the headstock 
slowly at first and then faster, until the highest speed is reached. Operate at that 
speed for about an hour. During that period, check the temperature of the bear
ings several times to see that it does not exceed about 140° F. , and also make 
certain the bearings are not noisy. 

HEADSTOCK CLUTCHES AND BRAKE-14 11
, 16 11

, 20 11 Heavy Duty, 20" and 25" Standard 

A forward and reverse multiple disc clutch is an integral part of the 
headstock . of the 14", 16", 20" Heavy Duty, 20" and 25 11 Standard, Model X 
Lathes and is located on the initial drive shaft as seen in Figure 4. They 
are interconnected w ith an efficient cone-type b rake which is also built into 
the headstock and provides braking to the spindle from the forward as well 
as the reverse spindle rotation. 

I '-' 
Interlocking Trip-----.,----- ' 

Mechanism I --.J--Clutch Instruction Plate 

, ~lutch Adjustment Cover 

Neutral Position 
Adjusting Nuts 

._. ______ Starting Lever 

Adjusting Nuts 

Figure 9 - Rear View of Headstock on Model X -1411
, 16 11 H.D., and 20" Standard 
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The square shaft running along the front of the bed controls the movements 
of the clutches and brake, and !eve rs at the headstock end and also attached to 
the apron are used by the operator for rota ting the square shaft. The spindle 
is started turning forward by pulling either lever up as far as it will move; it 
is stopped by moving it down to the central position. At that point, the forward 
clutch is disengaged and the brake is applied. An interlocking trip mechanism, 
which may be seen in Figure 9, at the rear of the headstock prevents moving 
either starting lever down through the central position from forward into re
verse without hesitating in the brake position. This feature eliminates changing 
rapidly from forward to reverse without application of the brake. To change 
from forward into reverse, either lever is moved down into the brake position, 
then lifted slightly to disengage the interlock and then moved downward into the 
reverse position . To stop, either lever is moved up again to the central brake 
position. 

FORWARD TIGHTe:t-l REVERSE 

REMOVE THIS COVER 
WITH SHlPPElc 5\..EEVE IN 
NE:UT~AL,PULL BACK PIN. 
TUlcN COLLAR' TO ADJUST 

F~ICTION. 

0 
Figure 10 - Clutch Instruction Plate 

If either the forward or reverse clutch 
does not pull, heats, or jumps out of en
gagement, it must be adjusted. To adjust, 
remove the small cover on which is mount
ed the instruction plate shown in Fig. 10. 
With the clutch in neutral, turn it until the 
adjusting lock pin can be reached. Pull 
the pin out and turn the adjusting ring as 
shown in Figure 10 one or two adjusting 
holes, or until the operating lever re
quires a distinctpressure to engage. Be
fore starting the lathe, be sure the pin is 
properly engaged and seated. A new clutch 
rray require several adjustments when first 
put into operation in order to wear in the 
plates and action parts. After the initial 
adjustments, clutches will run for a con
siderable period without adjustment. 

The cone type brake, which is lined with molded Raybestos, may be adjusted 
with the loc knuts on the brake linkage shown in Figure 9. To increase the brak
ing effect, draw the nut up against the spring when the linkage is in the brake 
position. The releasing of the brake i s adjusted by the nut and locknut opposite 
the spring. Move the linkage to the brake position and a djust these nuts 
so that there will be a clearance of .010 to .015 from the square pivot. 
The brake should always be a djus ted to bring the spindle to a slow stop. • 

The up and down positions of the forward and reverse starting levers may 
be adjusted by l e ngthe ning or shortening the effective length of the horizontal 
front-to-rear link shown in Figure 9. Changing the length can be accomplished 
by adjusting the nuts at the back end of the link as required. 
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HEADSTOCK BRAKE AND REVERSE - 25" Heavy Duty and 32" Standard 

The 25" Heavy Dut:y and 3211 Standard Lathes are supplied with an 
electro magnetic brake and, when ordered, with electrical reversing con
trols for the main drive motor. 

The braking of the spindle is accomplished by an electrically-operated 
magnetic brake, mounted between the pulley sheave and the frame of the 
headstock. This efficient magnetic brake provides braking to t he spindle 
from forward, as well as the reverse spindle rotation. 

; 
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Figure 10-A 

The amount of braking torque may be quickly regulated, when neces
sary, by the small rheostat shown in Figure 10-A. EXTREME CAUTION 
should be exercised in adjusting this rheostat as serious damage to the 
headstock gearing can result from stopping this spindle too quickly. 

Definite rules for adjusting brake torque in the fi e ld cannot be given 
beca use operating conditions vary with the type of work driver being used, 
the size and ·weight of the work piece and the spindle R.P.M. A 11 Rule 
of the Thumb11 that might be followed in adjusting the brake torque is: 
First, operate the spindle at- one half of its highest R.P.M. Second, 
assuming that a chuck is used for a work driver , adjust the rhe ostat to 
bring the spindle to a stop in seven or eight seconds. Under no circum
stances should a stopping time of l ess than six seconds be us e d. 

The master switch control bar is the square shaft running along the 
front of the b e d. T h e starting l e ver on the right side of the apron con
trols the rotation of the square shaft and thus is used by the operator to 
control the master switch. The spindle is started turning forward, or 
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counter clockwise, by pulling the starting lever up as far as it will move. 
It is stopped by moving it down to the central position . At that point the 
master switch controlling the forward rotation of the spindle is disengaged 
and the magnetic brake is applied. To change from forward into reverse, 
when the machine is so equipped, the starting lever is moved down from 
the forward position through the central brake rosition and into the reverse 
position. To stop, the lever is moved up again to the central brake posi
tion. 

If the lathe is equipped with reverse spindle speeds, it is also equip
ped with a zero switch . When the starting lever is moved from the for
ward position to the reverse position, the zero switch prevents the instan
taneous reversal of the direction of the motor. It' causes the magnetic 
brake to stay engaged until the motor has reduced its speed to approxi
mately 50 R.P.M., at which time the contactors for the reverse speed 
are engaged. This safety feature eliminates any detrimental effect to the 
headstock or motor by reversing too quickly. 

The basic control for setting up the various electrical units of the 25" 
Heavy Duty and 32" Standard, is centralized in the·terminal box on the 
rear of the headstock. A push button station is conveniently located on top 
of the headstock. The station includes a start button, a stop button, a red 
pilot light, and a jog button. When auxiliary equipment is supplie,d with 
the machine, additional stations are furnished as required. 

The start button energizes the control panel as indicated by the red 
pilot light. Energizing the panel causes the magnetic brake to be set, 
provided the starting lever is in neutral and the jog button collar set to 
"run" and causes the rapid traverse motor to start. When the starting lever 
is set in the central position, pushing the jog button causes the spindle to 
move around just a small amount. If the collar around the jog button is 
set to "jog", the spindle will move around and come to a stop without the 
brake being applied. When the collar is set to "run", pushing the jog but
ton causes the spindle to move around a small amount and then · immediately 
be braked when the jog button is released. While the collar is set to · "jog", 
the starting lever h a s no control over the s pindle . 
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POWER RAPID TRAVERSE 

The powe_r rapid traverse, standard on the 25 11 Heavy Duty, 3211 Stan
dard and the 25 11 Heavy Duty 11 1/211 Hollow Spindle Oil Country Lathes, 
can be supp1ied on other lathes at extra cost. It is driven by a separate 
motor which is arranged to run whenever the control panel is energized 
by pushing the start button on the terminal box. Power is supplied by a 
gear motor through a right and left hand screw on which are mounted right 
and left hand nuts. These nuts are carried on the housing attached to the 
rear of the carriage. By restraining either the right or left hand nut 
through a multiple disc clutch operated by a lever on the front of the car
riage, right or left hand traverse is accomplished. 

Adjustment of the power rapid traverse is made by removing the clutch 
adjustment instruction plate (see Figure 10-B) and the bottom cover of the 
traverse clutch housing. With the Shipper Sleeve in neutral position, press 
the adjusting key into a slot of the adjustment collar in order to separate 
the teeth from the pressure plate _. Now move the key to turn the adjust
ment collar one tooth at a time. 

CARRIAGE, COMPOUND REST AND APRON 

The carriages of all of the Model X Lathes have both manu~l and pow
er feeds, as do the cross slides. The compound rest top slide is equip
ped with hand feed only and may be swiveled on its graduated base to a ny 
angle through 360° . Four bolts in the swivel lock the compound rest to 
the desired angle. Hand traverse of the carriage is operated by the large 
handwheel on the front of the apron, while hand · feed to the cross slide is 
operated by the ball crank on the cross feed screw and hand feed to the 
top slide by the ball crank on the top slide screw. 

Two levers are conveniently located at the front of the apron for en
gaging the power feeds. When raised, the left lever engages the cone fric -
tion type clutch for feeding the carriage longitudinally, while the right lev
er engages the feed to the cross slide in a similar manner. Either feed 
can be disengaged by pushing the lever down all the way. The lever be
low and to the right of the clutch levers controls the direction of the pow
er feeds and may be placed in forward, neutral, or reverse positions. 
Note that it affects the direction of rotation of the feed train within the 
apron and thus reverses both the longitudinal and cross feeds. The lever 
to the right at the top of the apron engages the half nuts with the lead
screw. An interlock prevents engaging the half nuts without having the 
feed reverse lever in neutral. When it is in neutral it is impossible to 
engage the cross or longitudinal feed in either direction. 

The standard dials for both the cross slide and top slide are calibra
ted to indicate. 00111 (.025mm., if metric) movement of the slide for each 
graduation on the dial. When the cross slide dial is used for setting a 
diameter, therefore, it should be noted that . 002 11 

(. 050 mm., if metric) 
will be removed from the diameter for each line passed on the dial. 
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The micrometer ball stop is provided as a standard feature whenever 
a standard dial or direct-reading diameter attachment is used, but is omit
ted whe~ the machine is supplied with multiple diameter stops. It simpli -
fies threading operations by providing an adjustable depth stop on the cross 
feed screw. It can also be used to advantage as a single diameter stop 
for turriing duplicate diameters. 
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Figure 11 - Feed Clutch Instruction Plate 

The ball stop consists simply of a micrometer sleeve which fits in 
the bore of the front dial bracket, and may either rotate freely when the 
thumb screw is loose, or be bound to the bracket when the thumb screw 
is tightened up. The thumb screw exerts pressure through a copper plug 
and, therefore, may hold the sleeve tightly under high pressure or may 
allow it to slip somewhat under lower pressure. A steel ball is confined 
to travel in a straight groove on the inside of the sleeve and in a spiral 
groove of three turns on the outer diameter of a micrometer bush keyed 
to the ball crank. 

When chasing threads by feeding the tool in on an angle with the top 
slide, the thumb screw is tightened snugly to form a positive inward stop 
for the cross slide with the chasing tool set at the thread diameter. The 
top slide dial is set at zero at that point, and the tool is then advanced 
inward after each pass with the top slide. The depth is thus easily record
ed on the top slide dial. When chasing threads by feeding the tool straight 
into the work, the above method can be used or the thumb screw can be 
tightened lightly after the tool is set at the thread diameter and the cross 
feed dial set at zero. Fo.r successive cuts, the stop can be slipped to 
advance the tool while the dial records the depth. In either case, the ball 
stop makes it possible to return the tool accurately to the bottom of the 
last cut by running against the stpp. The stop works equally well moving 
inward or outward, for external or internal work. 
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Figure 12 - Carriage and Taper Attachment 

The feed clutch levers are initially adjusted at the factory and should 
normally need little further adjustment in the field. An adjustment may 
be required, however, after the first few hours of operation. If so, raise 
the lever to the engaged position and loosen hollow-head set screw 11 A 11 in 
nut ''B'' inside the lever as shown in F .igure 11. Turn nut "B" clockwise 
to engage the cone more deeply or vice versa and then retighten set screw 
11 A 11

• The adjustment should be made tight enough so that, after the lever 
is pulled up, it will hold the clutch snugly in engagement. 

Carriage gibs are provided for the hold downs on both the front and 
the back of the carriage on all sizes of lathes . The carriage takes it 

· bearing on the front and rear Vee type bedways of hardened and growid 
steel. Under extremely heavy cuts, bearing is also taken on the flat tail
stock way. The gibs are made in two pieces, each half entering between 
the carriage and · bedwa y from the ends of the carriage. Each half is ad
justed separately by tighte ning the screw at the oute r end of the gib after 
one or more shims have been removed from the set of shims wider the 
screw head. Removing one shim 1/1611 thick tightens the adjustment by 
. 001". The shim arrangement makes it possible to make the prope r ad
justment and to automatically record that setting . On the 20 11 Heavy Duty, 
and larger lathes, an additional clamp and gib is provided wider the cen
ter flat tails tock way. 

In case any backlash develops between the cross feed screw and the 
nut and compensating nut, it may be eliminated by loosening screw 111' 1 slight
ly, then tightening screw 11 .J11 and retightening screw 111" as shown in Fig
ure 12. By tightening screw "J", the nut and compensating nut are mov-
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ed closer together to take up the backlash on the threads. End play in 
the cross feed screw or any looseness in the ball thrust bearings at the 
rear of the screw may be taken up by loos-ening the hollow-head set screw 
in _nut II M'', tightening the nut and relocking it with the set screw. 

TAPER ATTACHMENT 

The taper attachment for all of the Model X Lathes is an extra item and. 
furnished only when ordered. It is a self-contained unit bolted to the back 
of the carriage and traveling with it. All carriages, however, are machin
ed and jig-drilled for application of the attachment so that it can be order
ed at a later date ~nd easily installed. 

To set the attachment for any desired taper, loosen nut 11 A 11
, which 

holds the guide plate to the sliding shoe, as well as nuts "B" and "C" at 
the ends of the swivel bar and screw 11 K 11 shown in Figure 12. Set the 
swivel bar to the desired taper, as determined by the scale, with adjust
ing screw "L", and retighten nuts "A", "B", and 11 C 11

• These nuts should 
always be tight except when setting the taper. The standard taper scale 
is graduated in inches per foot (mm., per 100 mm . , if metric) and degrees 
of taper, both units being showr_ on the same scale and indicated by the 
same pointer. 

To engage the taper attachment, loosen the clamp screw "K" and place 
the clamping arm on the bed in the position shown, fix ing the swivel bar 
to the bed by tightening nuts "E " and "D" . Whe n the taper attachment is not 
in use, clamp screw "K" must be tight, and the clamping arm either com
pletely removed from the bed, or moved far enough away on the bed so that 
it does not interfere with the movement of the carriage . It is of particu
lar importance that the tool be on the cente r line when doing taper turning. 
It is also advisable when the attachment is used consistently on a short 
job, to shift the swivel bar occasionally to more equally distribute wear. 

The cross slide and taper attachment slide should move freely, but 
there should be no looseness or play. If chatter or non-uniform taper oc
curs, it is usually the result of looseness and can be corrected by adjust
ing the cross slide and top slide gibs and gibs "F", "G" and "H" on the 
taper attachment slides. Too tight an adjustment of the gibs can cause a 
binding action, which, when taper turning, will cause the slides to jump 
instead of moving smoothly, and has been known to cause equally divided 
marks on the workpiece, sometimes incorrect ly attributed to gear marks. 

TAILSTOCK 

The tailstocks for all of the Model X Lathes use a separate rear Vee -
type bedway for a guide and a separate front flat bedway for the heavy 
downward forces, each way being integral with the bed and hand-scraped 
to a bearing ·. 

The tailstocks for the 1411 and l 6 11 Heavy Duty and the 20" Standard 
machines ar e of the rear-handwheel type as shown in Figure 1. They are 
locked in position on the bed by a forward and a rear clamp, the former 
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operated by two heavy bolts and the latter. by a quick-acting lever. Thus, 
when the tailstock is being moved frequently as in drilling operations, the 
front clamp may be drawn up to bear lightly underneath the ways and the 
rear quick-acting clamp can be used for securing the tailstock. A crank 
arrangement is supplied for moving the tailstock along the bed with ease . 

The standard spindle is bored to a #4 Morse taper for the 1411 and 16" 
Heavy Duty and the 20 11 Standard Lathes to receive dead centers or drill 
shanks and is supplied with a hardened tang slot at the back end of the 
taper to prevent drills from slipping under cut. It is possible to remove 
centers or drills by running the spindle back to the end of the travel and 
giving the handwheel a little further turn in order that ·the end of the screw 
will loosen the center or drill from the tapered hole. A scale of inches 
in increments of 1/16 11 (cm . and mm., if metric) is provided on the front 
side of each standard spindle to measure the amount of spindle travel for 
drilling, etc. Binder jaws operated by a lever at the back of the nose 
end lock the spindle in any desired position. 

The tailstocks for the 20" Heavy Duty and Larger Engine and Tool
maker Lathes are of the side-handwheel type as shown in Figure 2. They 
are locked in position on the bed by two heavy clamps, each being actuated 
by two large bolts. A pawl, operated by a lever at the tail end of the base, 
engages a rack cast into the center of . the bed to back up the clamps and 
assures definite clamping. A crank arrangement is supplied for moving 
the tailstock along the bed with ease. 

The standard spindle is bored to a #5 Morse taper for the 2011 Heavy 
Duty and the 25 11 Standard Lathes to receive dead centers or drill shanks 
and is supplied with a hardened tang slot at the back of the taper to pre
vent drills from slipping under cut. The #6 Morse taper is used on the 
larger Engine Lathes. It is possible to remove ·centers or drills by run
ning the spindle back to the end of the travel and then giving the hand
wheel a little further turn in order that the end of the screw will loosen 
the center or drill from the tapered hole. Binder jaws operated by a lev
er at the front of the nose end lock the spindle in any desired position. 

The tailstock for the Oil Country Lathes is the same type of tailstock 
used on the 20 11 Heavy Duty and Larger Engine and Toolmaker Lathes ex
cept that it has added to it the two-speed drilling arrangement, and coun
ter for measuring the spindle travel in increments of . 010 11 {cm. and mm., 
if metric) as shown in Figure 3. When the handwheel is pushed complete
ly in and the lever at the top of the handwheel unit is moved to the right, 
one revolution of the handwheel moves the screw through one revolution. 
When the handwheel is pulled completely out and the lever is moved to the 
left, five revolutions of the handwheel moves the screw through one revolu
tion. Thus, in the latter case, the 5: 1 reduction makes it possible to 
feed large drills into solid stock with relative ease . The counter is so 
geared to the screw that it will indicate the exact travel of the spindle at 
all times. The winged setting knob on the left end of the counter will 
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Figure 13 - Tailstock Spindle with Built-In Revolving Center. 

move all the figures back to zero to start measuring the travel at any point. 
The two-speed drilling arrangement and counter may also be obtained at 
a slight extra charge as an extra item for the 20" Heavy Duty and Larger 
Engine and Toolmaker Lathes. A two-speed drilling attachment is also 
available, at extra charge, for the 14", 16 11 Heavy Duty and 20 11 Standard 
Lathes. 

Any of the tailstocks can be furnished with a special spindle contain
ing built-in revolving tailstock center, at extra cost, in place of or in 
addition to the standard spindle. The center in that case is mounted on 
six radial thrust preloaded ball bearings similar to that shown in Figure 
13. If the spindle mounting is disassembled for any reason, it is import
ant that the bearings be reassembled in the original position. Note that 
the bearings must be mounted so that the high shoulders take up the thrust 
in the direction shown by the arrows. All of the bearings are etched with 
the number and arrow for use in reassembling. 

All of the tailstock base s are so arranged that it is possible to "set
over" the tailstock top, off of the center line, for doing limited taper turn
ing. Bolts at the front and rear of the base are provided for the adjust
ment and a scale at the right end is used to measure the "set over 1

'. 
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THREAD AND FEED MECHANISM 

1411 AND l 6 11 HEAVY DUTY AND 20 11 MEDIUM DUTY 
ENGINE AND TOOLMAKER LATHES 

Pull Knob To Release 
Interference Latch "D" 

Ratio Lever "K" ----- ; ., - --- - F:1.--- ---- .. 
Range Lever "L" ~ ~ ___ ; _r_1;., ______ .- _.. ~ 

,, .:$'! ~ ~ • 
,~ . - .- -~ 

Thread Direction --· -'-----~·:-t1~~---;,:&1:,...,,.,.,.;.:• 
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Sliding Tumbler ~ vJ 
Loe.king Lever 11M" 1~ Y--1 
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Dial Index Plate 11 P 11 
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Leadscrew ____ .,.....,__-:w 
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Figure 14-ET Quick Change Gear Box and End Gearing 

" 

- Figure 14-ET illustrates the totally enclosed quick change gear box and 
end gearing for the 14" and 16" Heavy Duty and 20" Medium Duty Engine and 
Toolmaker Lathes. 

On the Engine Lathes; the direction of rotation of the leadscrew and feed 
rod can be controlled by positioning the Thread Direction Lever 11 0 11

, which 
shifts a multiple tooth clutch in the thread and feed train inside the headstock. 
When feeding, Lever 11 0" is placed in either the "R.H." or "L. H. 11 position and 
left there. The direction of feed, both cross and longitudinal, is controlled by 
the Feed Direction Lever on the apron which shifts the double reversing gear 
in the apron. When chasing threads, Lever 110 11 is placed in either the 11 R. H. 11 

or "L. H. 11 position depending upon whether a right hand or left hand thread is 
to .be chased. 

Only the Toolmaker Lathes are equipped with Reverse to Leadscrew, 
which is operated by a lever attached to the right hand side of the apron. The 
lever rotates the lowest rod mounted on the front of the bed and shifts a two
sided single tooth clutch mounted in the thread and feed gear train inside the 
headstock in order to control the direction of rotation of the leadscrew and feed 
rod. This feature provides a means of changing the direction of feeding or 
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thread chasing under power. In chasing threads, it is thus possible to stop and 
reverse the direction of travel of the carriage without opening the half nuts, such 
as in the case of chasing odd threads that cannot be picked up with the thread in
dicator. A single tooth clutch is used in order to maintain register between the 
lead of the work piece and the leadscrew. The adjustable automatic carriage 
stops are also made operable when thread chasing by means of the Reverse to 
Leadscrew, as described below. This feature is particularly convenient when 
chasing in a blind hole or up to a shoulder. 

On the Toolmaker Lathes, right or left hand threads are chased by con
trolling the travel of the carriage with the Reverse to Leads crew. For left hand 
threads or leads, the lever is pulled up; for right hand threads or leads , it is 
pushed down. When feeding, the lever must remain in the lower position. The 
direction of feed, both cross and longitudinal may then be controlled by the Feed 
Direction Lever on the apron, which shifts the double reversing gear in the 
apron. 

CAUTION: The Reverse to Leadscrew should not be operated at 
spindle speeds higher than 400 RPM. To that end, the 
latest machines incorporate an interlock which pre
vents moving the Reverse to Leadscrew Lever from 
its lower position except when the Feed Direction 
Lever on the apron is in the neutral position . Thus 
whenever the machine is set up for feeding, which 
normally involves the use of the high speeds, the Re
verse to Leadscrew is inoperative. 

Whe never a Spindle Nose Speed Reducer is u sed, 
the mechanical reverse to the spindle should be used 
instead of the Reverse to Leadscrew since the register 
between the work piece and leads crew is broken by the 
reducer. 

On both the Engine and Toolmaker Lathe s , the Sliding Tumbler Locking 
Lever "M" must b e moved to the "Out" position before it is possible to revolve 
the Dial Index Plate "P" to select the proper thread or feed. The lever is re
engaged after the proper thread or feed has been selected. Pull Knob "K" must 
be positioned "In" or "Out" according to the instructions shown on the Instruction 
Plate for the particular thread or feed desired. Thread and Feed Range Lever 
"L" must also be set to the indicated position in accordance with instructions 
on the Instruction Plate. For the "A" position, move the lever to the center and 
pull out. For the "B" or "C" positions, move the lever in a nd then throw to the 
right or left as required. 

On both the Engine and Toolmaker Lathes, the Leadscrew and Feed Rod 
Clutches are manually operated by the small l evers at the right end of the quick 
change gear box. When c hasing threads, the Leadscrew Clutch should be en
gaged and the Feed Rod Clutch disengaged. When feeding, the Feed Rod Clutch 
should be engaged and the Leadscrew Clutch disengaged. 
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On the Engine Lathes, adjustable automatic carriage stops are provided 
to control the longitudinal travel of the· carriage in either direction when feed
ing only, and are completely inoperable when thread chasing operations are be
ing perfo med. The square shaft running along the front of the bed has for its 
primary purpose the starting and stopping of the lathe by means of the rotary 
movement imparted by the control levers at the headstock and apron. In addi
tion, however, it has an e·nd movement by means of which the carriage travel, 
while feeding, can be automatically :topped. There are two dogs, one for each 
direction of carriage travel, which can be adjusted along the shaft for any de
sired length of travel. The carriage feeding against either of the dogs auto
matically disengages the Feed Rod Clutch at the left end of the feed rod, thus 
stopping the carriage. After the longitudinal feed is disengaged by either stop 
during feeding operations, a slight movement of the carriage in the opposite 
direction by means of the apron handwheel re-engages the clutch and the lathe 
is again ready for power feed. The longitudinal feed control lever on the apron 
must be disengaged before re-engaging the clutch. During thread chasing opera
tions, the carriage is stopped either by disengaging the half nuts, or by stopping 
the entire machine with one of the levers on the square shaft. 

CAUTION: On the Engine Lathes when thread chasing, the auto
matic carriage stops must be loose on the square 
shaft and moved out of the way. The safety stop which 
limits the total carriage travel toward the head end of 
the lathe, is also inoperable when thread chasing op
erations are being performed. 

On the Toolmaker Lathes, adjustable automatic carriage stops are pro
vided to control the longitudinal travel of the carriage in either direction when 
feeding or thread chasing. The square shaft running along the front of the bed 
has for its primary purpose the starting and stopping of the lathe by means of 
the rotary motion imparted by the control levers at the headstock and apron. 
In addition, however, it has an end movement by means o f which the carriage 
travel can be automatically stopped. There are two dogs, one for each direc
tion of carriage travel, which can be adjusted along the shaft for any desired 
length of travel. When the feed rod is in use, the carriage feeding against either 
of the dogs automatically disengages the Feed Rod Clutch at the left end of the 
feed rod, thus stopping the carriage. When the le a ds crew is in use, the two
sided single tooth clutch in the feed gear train is disengaged through the Re
verse to Leadscrew linka ge as the Rever se to Leadscrew Lever is moved into 
neutral, thus stopping the carriage. After the carriage has been automatically 
stopped in thread chasing, it can be started in the opposite direction by the Re
verse to Leadscrew Lever. 

CAUTION: On the Toolmaker Lathes when thread chasing, the 
automatic carriage stops and the safety stop at the 
head end may not be used when the spindle i s turn
ing in reverse. Therefore, the stop dogs must be 
loose on the s quare shaft in that case . In feeding, 
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however, the automatic stops can be used, regardless 
of the direction of the rotation of the spindle. 

The Feed Direction Lever must be in neutral when 
doing any thread chasing on the latest machines, since ~ 

an interlock prevents the movement of the Reverse to W' 
Leads crew Lever from the lower position except when 
the Feed Direction Lever is in neutral. It is possible 
to chase with the Feed Direction Lever in forward or 
reverse, but any intentional or accidental contacting 
of the automatic carriage stops or safety stop would 
result in a wreck. 

On both the Engine and Toolmaker Lathes equipped with an Engli~h lead
s crew, a thread indicator is furnished and attached to the right side of the car
riage. In chasing threads which can be picked up by the thread indicator, the 
half nuts can be opened at the end of each cut and the carriage quickly returned 
by hand. · It can be used for picking up all even, uneven, one-half, or one-quarter 
English threads. For even threads (2, 4, 6 etc . ) close the half nuts at any line 
on the dial. For uneven threads (3, 5, 7 etc.) close the half nuts at any numbered 
line. For half threads (5-1/2, 6-1/2, 11-1/2 etc.) close the half nuts at any 
one-quarter revolution. For '-luarter-threads (2-1/ 4, 2-3/ 4, 3-1/ 4 etc.) close 
the half nuts at any one-half revolution. The indicator can be left engaged with 
the leadscrew at all times, even when the leadscrew is not revolving and must 
always be kept engaged when in use. 

Both the Engine and Toolmaker Lathes are regularly furnished with an 
English leadscrew for obtaining the standard range of threads, leads and feeds 
shown in Table No. 1-ET. Alternately, the lathe can be equipped with a metric 
leads crew for obtaining the standard range of metric leads and feeds shown in 
Table No. 6-ET. In addition, provision is made for the application of special 
gears, furnished at extra cost and only when ordered, making it possible to ob
tain metric leads andfeeds on Englishleadscrewlathes, English threads, leads, 
and feeds on metric leadscrew lathes, as well as odd threads, or other special 
ranges of threads, leads and feeds. The following sections outline the various 
possibilities: 

NOTE: For the convenience of customers in countries using the 
metric system, the latest machines that are shipped with 
an English leads crew and metric translating gears are al
so being supplied with a special Dial Index Plate 11 P 11 and 
Instruction Plate Window . The special plate has three 
columns to give ( 1) Threads per inch, (2) Feeds in milli
meters and (3) Leads obtained with the metric translating 
gears. A special Instruction Plate, similar to Figure 
15-ET, is also supplied with such machines to clearly 
show the gearing arrangement. 

STANDARD RANGE OF THREADS, LEADS, AND FEEDS- ENGLISH LEADSCREW 

Table No. 1-ET shows the threads, leads, and feeds obtainable on a 
standard Engine or Toolmaker Lathe with an English leadscrew. By referring 
to Figures 14-ET and 15-ET, it will be noted that a 36 T gear is mounted on 
Center 11 E 11 and a 72 T gear on Center 11 G 11

, outer plane, while a 48 T gear is 
mounted on Center 11 G 11 and a 48 T gear on Center "H", inner plane, for threads 
and feeds. If leads are desired, the 48 T gear on Center 11H" is moved to Center 
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"I", the upper center. If it is 
desired to have threads 1/4 
times those shown in Table 1-
E T and feeds and leads 4 times 
those shown, the 3 6 T and 72 
T gears on Centers "E" and 
"G" may be transposed as 
-shown. 

Figure 15-ET Instruction Plate for Lathes with 
English Leadscrew 

Example: 

THREADS PER INCH 

Required to chase 12 threads per inch. Since the 48 T gear 
will be mounted on Center "H", the lower center, the Interference Latch "D" 
will be in the upper position and the window at the right front end of the quick 
change gear box will read" THI:< EADS-FEEDS". Set the Thread Direction Lever 
to either "R.H . " or "L. H." depending upon whether a right hand or left hand 
thread is to be chased. On a Toolmaker Lathe, the lever is moved by the Re
verse to Leadscrew Lever. Move Sliding Tumbler Locking Lever "M" to the 
"Out" position and turn the Dial Index Plate "P" until the desired thread appears 
in the Instruction Plate Window. Re-engage Lever "M" by moving to "In" posi
tion. Move Ratio Lever "K" to "l II and set the Range Lever "L" to "B" as in
dicated on the Instruction Plate. Power is transmitted to the carriage by en
gaging the half nuts properly with reference to the thread indicator. 
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TABLE 1-ET Standard Threads, Leads, and Feeds For Lathes With English 
Leads crew. 
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LEADS IN INCHES 

Example: Required to cut a lead of . 0068 11
• Since the 48 T gear will be 

mounted on Center "I", the upper center, the Interference Latch "D" will be in 
the lower position and the window at the right front end of the quick change gear 
box will read "LEADS". Set the Thread Direction Lever to either "R.H. 11 or 
"L. H. 11 depending upon whether a right hand or left hand thread is to be chased. 
On a Toolmaker Lathe, the Lever is moved by the Reverse to Leads crew Lever. 
Move the Sliding Tumbler Locking Lever "M" to the "Out" position and turn the 
Dial Index Plate "P" until the desired lead appears in the Instruction Plate Win
dow . Re-engage Lever "M" by moving to "In" position. Move Ratio Lever "K" 
to 11 8 11 and set the Range Lever "L" to "A" as indicated on the Instruction Plate . 
Power is transmitted to the carriage by engaging the half nuts. Since it is not 
possible to use the thread indicator in this case to pick up the lead for each suc
cessive pass of the tool, it is necessary to reverse the lathe carriage with the 
half nuts closed by means of the Reverse to Leadscrew, if available, or the me
chanical r ·everse to the spindle. 

FEEDS IN THOUSANDTHS PER REVOLUTION OF SPINDLE 

Example: Required to obtain a feed of . 0094" per revolution. Since the 
48 T gear will be mounted on Center "H", the lower center, the Interference 
Latch "D" will be in the upper position and the window at the right front end of 
the quick change gear box will read "THREADS-FEEDS" Set the Thread Di
rection Lever to "R.H." or, in the case of a Toolmaker Lathe, push the Reverse 
to Leadscrew Lever down. For feeding toward the headstock or toward the cen
ter of the lathe, the Feed Direction Lever on the apron must then be in the lower 
position, and vice-versa. Move the Sliding Tumbler Locking Lever 11 M" to ''Out'' 
and turn the Dial Index Plate "P" until the desired feed appears in the Instruction 
Plate Window, re-engage Lever "M" by moving to "In" position. Move Ratio 
Lever to "l" and set the Range Lever "L" to "C" as indicated on the Instruction 
Plate. Power is transmitted to the cross slide or carriage by engaging the cross 
or longitudinal feed at the front of the apron. 

LEADS OBTAINABLE WITH SPECIAL GEARS - ENGLISH LEADSCREW 

METRIC LEADS AND FEEDS 

Table No. 2-ET shows the range of metric leads in millimeters and feeds 
in millimeters per revolution of the spindle obtainable when special metric trans
lating gears, which are furnished at extra cost and only when ordered, are applied 
to the machine. By referring to Figure 15-ET, it will be noted that a 90 T gear 
is mounted on Center 11 E 11 meshing with a 127 T gear mounted on Center "G", 
outer plane. On the inner plane, a 64 T gear is mounted on Center "G" meshing 
with a 36 T gear on Center "I". Since the Interference Latch "D" will be in the 
lower position, the window at the right front end of the quick change gear box will 
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Table 2-ET Metric Leads and Feeds Using Metric Translating Gears 

read "LEADS". The machine is set up and operat ed exactly as that described 
for setting up the machine to cut standard E·nglish leads in inches. The correct 
position for the Dial Index Plate "P" is determined from the index dial position 
indicated in Table No. 2- ET, as well as the positions for the Ratio Lever " K " 
and Range Lever "L". 

DIAMETRAL PITCH LEADS 

Table No. 3 ET shows the range of diam(;!tral pitch leads obtainable when 
special translating gears, which are furnished at extra cost and only when or-
dered, are applied to the machine. The leads, in inches, that can be obtained 
as shown in Table No. 3-ET are those that are equal to the circular pitches of 
gears of the given diametral pitches. Thus a worm or hob can be chased for a 
certain diametral pitch directly as given. All of the diametral pitch leads shown 
can be obtained with a 125 T gear on Center "E" meshing with a 113 T gear on 
Center 11 G 11

, outer plane. On the inner plane, a 71 T gear mounted on Center 
11 G 11 meshes with a 50 T gear on Center 11H' 1 as shown in Figure 15-ET. Since 
the Interference Latch 11 D 11 will be in the upper position, the window at the right 
front end of the quick change gear box will read 11 THREADS-FEEDS 11 • The me-
chine is set up exactly as that described for setting up the machine to cut Eng
lish threads per in•ch. The correct position for the Dial Index Plate 11 p 11 is 
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Table 3-ET Diametral Pitch Leads 

determined from the Index Dial po
sition indicated in Table No. 3-ET, 
as well as the positions for the 
Ratio Lever "K" and Range Lever 
"L". Since it is not possible to 
use the thread indicator, in this 
case, to pick up the lead for each 
successive pass of the tool, it is 
necessary to reverse the lathe car
riage with the half nuts closed by 
means of the Reverse to Lead
screw, if available, or the mech
anical reverse to the spindle. 

MODULE LEADS 

Table No. 4-ET shows the range of module leads obtainable when special 
translating gears, which are furnished at extra cost and only when ordered, are 
applied to the machine. The leads, in millimeters, that can be obtained a:s shown 
in Table No. 4-ET are those that are equal to the circular pitches of gears of 
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Table 4-ET Module Leads 
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the given modules, in millimeters . 
Thus a worm or hob can be chased 
for a certain module in the metric 
system directly as given. All of 
the module leads shown can be ob
tained with a 47 T gear on Center 
" E" meshing with a 38 T gear on 
Center " G", outer plane. O n the 
inner plane, a 64 T gear mounted 
on Center "G" meshes with a 40 T 
gear on Center "I", as shown in 
Figure 15-ET. Since the Interfer
ence Latch "D" will be in the lower 
position, the window at the right 
front of the quick change gear box 
will read "LEADS". The machine 
is set up and operated exactly as 
that described for setting up the 
machine to cut standard English 
leads in inches. The correct po
sition for the Dial Index Plate "P" 
is determined from the index dial 
position indicated in Table No. 4-
ET, as well as the positions for the 
Ratio Lever "K" and the Range 
Lever II L 11 • 



THREADS DECIMAL THREADS DECIMAL THREADS DECIMAL THREADS DECIMAL 
LEADS PER EQUIV. LEADS PER EQUIV. LEA DS PER EQUIV, LEADS PER EQUIV. 

INCH OF INCH OF INCH OF INCH OF 
r EADS L EADS L EADS LEADS 

1/ 256 256 .0039 0/512 56 8/9 . 0175 9/128 14 2/9 . 0703 9/32 3 5/9 . 2812 
I t,,,n "" 004) I /SS " nl7Q 1/14 14 07l:L 2/7 3_JJz._ 1-----.U5i_ 
oJ,n •o ' '" s /9 .0044 l / 52 52 . 0192 1/13 13 . 0769 4/ l 3 ' 1/4 . 077 
1/224 224 , 0045 5/256 51 1/5 . 0195 5/64 12 4/5 . 0781 5/ 16 3 1/5 . 3125 
l 1208 208 . 0048 l / 4R 4R ~ I/ 12 12 . 083 3 1/3 ) "" 5/1024 204 4/5 . 0049 l I /5 12 46 6/11 . 02 I 5 11/128 11 7/ 11 .0859 11/32 2 10/ 11 . 3437 
l / i 92 I 02 . on5, ''"' 46 ~17 2/23 11 I /2 0870 8/23 LlL8_ .,.,. 
I / t R4 D MS4 '·'''"' 44 12/2 n??i::.. l,J/?56 11 ,/21 OAQ.'l_ 2,/64 2 IR/2' . 3594 
2)/4096 178 2/23 . 0056 1/44 44 . 0227 1/1 l 11 . 0909 4/ 11 2 3/4 . 3636 
1/17' 17/, nnc, ',,,. ., '/· n>H '1, /-:1,-, 10 2 /J nQ >7 '/8 2 2/3 . 3750 
3/512 170 2/3 . 0059 I /40 •10 . 0250 I I 10 10 . 1000 2/5 2 I /2 . 4000 
1/ 160 160 . 0063 I 3/512 39 5/13 .025) I J/ 128 9 11/ 13 . 101 5 13/32 2 6/13 . 4062 
7 / Jn >• 146 2 /7 nnt,R 7 1' .S '° 4 /7 n,7' 7 ih4 Q I /7 ins, 7 /1 /, , , / 7 4 •, ,s 
1/ 144 144 , 0069 I /36 36 . 0278 1/9 9 .1111 4/9 2 1/4 .4444 

15/2048 1368/15 , 0073 15/5 12 34 2/15 . 0292 15/ 128 8 8/ I 5 . 1172 15 /32 2 2/15 . 4687 
I I 128 12• 007A 1/'2 32 0'12 I /R A 12 50 l /2 2 snnn 
I / i,n " " nno, I /,n ,n n,,., > I IS 7 I/> " " Ai l 5 I 7 /R . 5 333 
9/102-l 113 7 /9 . 0087 9/256 28 4/9 . 0352 9/64 7 l / 9 . 1406 9/16 l 7 /9 , 5625 
1/ 112 112 . 0089 I /28 28 . 0 357 1/7 7 . 1429 ·1/7 I 3/1 . 5714 
I / n I nJ nnM J,1, 2/, na 2 /n 6 I /2 15 38 8 / 13 SIA ,.., s.1 

5/512 I 02 2/5 . 0097 5/128 25 3/5 .0390 5/Jl 6 2 / 5 . 1562 5 /8 I 3/5 . 6250 
1/96 96 . 0 I 04 1/24 24 . 0·117 1/ 6 6 , 1666 2 /3 I 1/2 . 6667 
11 / 1024 93 1/1 1 . 0108 11 /256 23 3/11 . 0430 11 / 64 5 9/ I I . 1719 11/ 16 I 5/ 11 6875 
1/92 92 . 0109 1/ 2 3 23 . 0-135 4 /23 5 3/4 . 17 39 16/23 I 7/ 16 . 6957 

23/2048 89 1/23 . 0112 23/512 22 6/23 . 0419 2 3/128 5 I 3/2 3 . 1797 23/ 32 I 9/23 . 7 187 

I /88 88 . 0114 I /22 2l . 0-155 2/ 11 5 1/2 . 181 8 8 / I I I 3/8 . 727'.) 

3/256 85 1/3 . 0117 J/64 2 1 I /3 . O·ibG 3/16 5 I /3 . 1875 3 / 4 I i /3 . 7 500 
I /80 80 . 0 125 1/20 20 . 0 500 I /5 5 . 2000 4/5 l 1/ 4 . 8000 
13/1024 78 10/13 . 0 I 26 13/256 19 9/11 . 0508 I J /6·1 4 12/ I l . 203 1 13/16 I J / 13 . 8125 
7 /5 12 73 1/7 . 0 I 36 7 / 128 18 2/7 Q",47 1lH 4 •1L7 21.fil_ 1 / 8 1 i/7 R750 

1/72 72 . 0139 1/ 18 18 . 0 5 56 2/9 4 1/ 2 . 2222 8/9 I 1/8 . 8889 
15/1021 68 4/ 15 . 0 146 15/256 17 1/ 1.5 . 0 586 15/64 4 4 / 15 .2344 15/ 16 I I/ 15 . 9375 

1/64 64 . 0156 1/ 16 I 6 . Ob25 1/ 4 4 . 2500 I I I . 0000 

i /60 60 . 0167 1/15 15 . 0667 4/ 15 3 3/4 . 2666 

Table 5-ET Leads, Threads, and Decimal Equivalents 

LEADS NOT ON INDEX PLATES 

When it is required to cut special leads not shown on the regular index 
plates, it is necessary to use special gears on Centers "G" and "H" or "G" and 
"I" or, if compounding is necessary, also on Cente rs "E" and "G", outer plane. 
To obtain the correct gear ratio, it is usual to select a lead by trial from the 
table of leads, threads, and decimal equivaients (Table No. 5-ET) and obtain 
the ratio by the following proportion: 

= Lead required Drivers 
Driven Lead selected from table 

No rule can be given for selecting a trial lead from the table. It should, 
however, be n ear the required l ead, a nd preferably be a whole number. It must 
be a l e ad or thread regularly obtainable on the machine, but the table contains 
only those leads and threads. 

_ Example: Required to cut a 1/2 7 11 lead. 
(1/24' ;, lead} from the table . Then: 

Drivers 
Driven 

.. 1/27 

1/24 
24 
27 

= 48 
54 

Select 24 threads per inch 

is the ratio of gears required. The 48 T gear should, therefore, be used on 
Center "G" and the 54 T gear on Center "H", both on the inner plane. If a lead 
had been selected instead of a thread per inch, Center "I" would have been used 
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instead of Center "H". With the correct gears on the proper centers, the quick 
change gear box should be set up for the trial thread per inch used in the 
calculations. 

Limitations in size of special gearing: The center distance on quadrant 
"F" is a fixed center distance of 5 . 400 11 and all gears meshing on Center 11 E 11 

and "G" must be of the proper size to mesh on this center distance. 'rhe maxi
mum size 0. D. gear on Center " E" is 7- 1/2". The maximum size 0. D. gear 
on Center "G" is 8-3/ 8 ". The maximum size O . .D. gear on Center "H" is 5-3/411 • 

The maximum size 0 . D. gear on Center "I" is 5-3/4". The distance between 
Centers ''G" and "H " are 4 . 600 11 minimum, 7 . 00 11 maximum. The distances be
tween Centers "G" and "I" are 3- l/8 11 minimum, 6-1/ 4 11 maximum. The mini
mum size gears that can be used on any of the centers must be equivalent to 
30T 10 pitch. 

Compound Gear s : If the sizes of the gears required for the particular 
thread or lead selected are too large, it is usually necessary to compound the 
gears. When compounding on quadrant "F", the driven gear on Center "G" 
meshing with the driving gear on Center "E" must be at least 2 11 smaller in dia
meter than twice the distance between the centers of gears meshing on Centers 
"G" and "H" or "G" and "I" , to clear the retaining hub on the cover . The stand
ard 1 :2 ratio between the gears on Centers 11 E " and "G" must also be maintained 
in the compounding as shown below: 

E x ample : Required to cut a . 0328 11 lead. Sele c t . 0156 11 lead from the 
table. Then : 

Drivers 
Driven 

= 
. 0328 
. 0156 = 

328 
156-

82 
39 

An 82 T 10 pitch gear is too large to be used on Center "G", It, therefore, be
comes necessary to use compound gears. 

By factoring: 82 
= 39 

2 X 41 
39 

= 2 

l 
X 41 

39 

By inserting the standard 1 :2 ratio which must be maintained between the gears 
on Centers 11 E 11 and "G": 

1 X 2 
2 1 X 

41 
39 

The first 54 T gear should, therefore, be used on Center "E" and the 
other 54 T gear should be used on Center "G", outer plane, while the 41 T gear 
should be used on Center "G" and the 39 T gear should be used on Center 11 ! 11

, 

inner plane. With the c orrect gears on the proper centers, the quick change 
gear box should be set up for the trial lead used in the calculations. 
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CAUTION: In calculating special leads not on the index plates, no 
leads coarser than l" should be used. If it is required 
to chase coarser leads (up to 8 11 ), an 8: l Spindle Nose 
Speed Reducer, furnished at extra cost, should be used. 
The maximum lead of l 11 (8 11 with Spindle Nose Speed 
Reducer) should not be used with a spindle speed· higher 
than 79 R.P.M. in the standard range, 81 R .P.M. in 
the intermediate range, or 77 R.P.M. inthe high range. 
In a like manner, for example, a lead of I/2" (4" with 
Spindle Nose Speed Reducer) should not be used with a 
spindle speed higher than 171 RPM in the standard range, 
174 R.P.M. in the intermediate range, or 165 R.P.M. 
in the high range. 

STANDARD RANGE OF METRIC LEADS AND FEEDS - METRIC LEADSCREW 
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Figure 16-ET Instruction Plate For 
Lathes With Metric Leads crew . 

Table No . 6-ET shows the range of 
metric leads in millimeters and feeds in 
millimeters per revolution of the spindle 
obtainable on a standard Engine or Tool
maker Lathe with a metric leadscrew. 
By referring to Figures 14-ET and 16-
ET, "it will be noted that a 36 T gear is 
mounted on Center "E" and a 72 T gear 
on Center "G", outer plane, while a 48 T 
gear is mounted on Center 11 G 11 and a 48 
T gear on Center "I", inner plane . If it 
is desired to have leads and feeds 4 times 
those shown, the 36 T and 72 T gears on 
Centers "E" and 11 G 11 may be transposed 
as shown. 

LEADS IN MILLIMETERS 

Example: Requi red to chase a 7. 50 mm. lead . Since the interference 
Latch "D" will be in the lower position, the window at the right front end of the 
quick change gear box will read "LEADS". Set the Thread Direction Lever to 
either "R.H. 11 or "L. H .. 11 depending upon whether a right hand or a left hand 
thread is to be chased. On a Toolmaker Lathe , the Lever is moved by the Re
verse to Leadsc rew Lever. Move the Sliding Tumbler L ocking Lever "M" to 
the "Out" position and turn the Dial Index Plate "P" until the desired lead ap
pear s in the Instruction Plate Window. Re-engage Lever "M" by moving to 
"In" position. Move Ratio Lever "K" to 11 111 and set the Range Lever 11 L 11 to 11 c 11 

as indicated on the Instruction Plate. Power is transmitted to the carriage by 
engaging the half nuts . Since it is not possible to use a thread indicator ( and 
none is s upplied) in this case to pick up the lead for each successive pass of the 
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tool, it i s necessary to r everse the lathe carriage w i t h the half nuts closed by 
means of t h e Reverse t o Leadscrew , if a v ailable, or the mechanical reverse 
t o the s pindle. 
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Table 6 - ET S t anda r d Metric Leads a nd F e e ds fo r L a t h es with Metri c L eadscrew 

FEE DS IN M ILLIMETERS P E R REVO L UTION OF SPIN DLE. 

Exa m ple: R equ ired to obt a i n a feed of . 10 7 mm. Since the Interference 
Latc h " D" will be in t h e l ower position, the window at t h e righ t fro n t end of the 
q u ick change gear box will read " LEADS". Set the Thread Direction L ever to 
" R. H." or, in th e case of a Tool maker Lathe, push the Reverse to L eadscrew 
L ever down. F or feeding toward the h e a dsto ck or toward the center of the 
lathe, the Feed Direction Lever on the apron must then be in t h e lower position 
and vice-versa. M o ve the Sliding T umbler Locking Lever "M" to "O ut" and 
turn the Dial Index Pla t e "P" until the desired feed a ppears i n the Instruction 
Plate Window. R e-engage Lever " M 11 by moving to 11In" position. Move Ratio 
Lever "K" to 11 8 11 and set the R ange L ever "L' ' to " C" as indicated on the In
s truction Plate . P ower is transmitted to the cross slide or carriage by en
gaging the cross or longitudinal feed at the front of the apron. 
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LEADS OBTAINABLE WITH SPECIAL GEARS - METRIC LEADSCREW 

ENGLISH THREADS AND FEEDS 

Table No. 7-ET shows the range of English threads per inch, and feeds 
in thousandths per revolution of the spindle obtainable when special English 
translating gears, which are furnished at extra cost and only when ordered, 
are applied to the machine. By referring to Figure 16-ET, it will be noted 
that a 36 T gear is mounted on Center "E" meshing with 72 T gear mounted on 
Center 11 G 11

, outer plane. On the inner plane, a 127 T gear is mounted on Cen
ter "G" meshing with an 80 T gear on Center "H". Since the Interference Latch 
"D" will be in the upper position, the window at the right front end of the quick 
change gear box will read "THREADS-FEEDS" . The machine is set up and 
operated exactly as that described for setting up the machine to cut metric 
leads or feeds. The correct position for the Dial Index Plate 11 P 11 is deter
mined from the index dial position indicated in Table No. 7-ET, as well as the 
positions for the Ratio Lever "K" and the Range Lever "L" . 
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Table 7-ET English Threads, L eads, and Feeds Using English Translating Gears 
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ENGLISH LEADS 

Table No. 7-ET shows the range of English leads in inches obtainable 
when special English translating gears, which are furnished at extra cost and 
only when ordered, are applied to the machine. By referring to Figure 16-ET, 
it will be noted that a 36 T gear is mounted on Center 11 E 11 meshing with a 72 
T gear mounted on Center "G", outer plane. On the inner plane, a 127 T gear 
is mounted on Center "G" meshing with an 80 T gear mounted on Center "I". 
Since the Interference Latch 11 0 11 will be in the lower position, the window at 
the right front end of the quick change gear box will read "LEADS". The 
machine is set up and operated exactly as that described for setting up the 
machine to cut metric leads. The correct position for the Dial Index Plate 
"P" is determined from the index dial position indicated in Table No. 7-ET, 
as well as the positions for the Ratio Lever "K" and Range Lever "L". 

ENGLISH DIAMETRAL PITCH LEADS 

Table No. 3-ET shows the range of English diametral pitch leads ob
tainable when special translating gears, which are furnished at extra cost and 
only when ordered, are applied to the machine. The leads, in inches, that 
can be obtained as shown in Table No . 3-ET are those that are equal to the 
circular pitch of gears of the given diametral pitches. Thus a worm or hob 
can be chased for a certain diametral pitch directly as given. All of the dia
metral pitch leads shown can be obtained with a 36 T gear on Center "E" mesh
ing with a 72 T gear on Center "G", outer plane. On the inner plane, a 197 T 
gear mounted on Center "G" meshes with a 79 T gear on Center "H", as shown 
in Figure 16-ET. Since the Interference Latch "0" will be in the upper po
sition, the window at the right front end of the quick change gear box will read 
''THREADS-FEEDS" . The machine is set up exactly as that described for 
setting up the machine to cut metric leads. The correct position for the Dial 
Index Plate "P" is determined from the index dial position indicated in Table 
No. 3-ET, as well as the positions for the Ratio Lever "K" and Range Lever 
"L". 

MODULE LEADS 

Table No. 4-ET shows the range of module leads obtainable when special 
translating gears, which are furnished at extra cost and only when ordered, 
are applied to the machine . The leads, in millimeters, that can be obtained as 
shown in Table No. 4-ET are those that are equal to the circular pitches of 
gears of the given modules, in millimeters. Thus a worm or hob can be chased 
for a certain module in the metric system directly as given. All of the module 
leads shown can be obtained with a 125 T gear on Center "E" meshing with a 
113 T gear on Center 11 G 11

, outer plane. On the inner plane , a 71 T gear 
mounted on Center "G" meshes with a 50 T gear mounted on Center "I", as 
shown in Figure 16-ET. Since the Interference Latch "D" will be in the lower 
position, the window at the right front end of the quick change gear box will 
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read "LEADS". The machine is set up and operated exactly as that described 
for setting up the machine to cut metric leads. The correct position for the 
Dial Index Plate 11 P~' is determined from the index dial position indicated in 
Table No. 4-ET, as well as the positions for the Ratio Leve·r "K" and the Range 
Lever 11 L 11 

LEADS NOT ON INDEX PLATES 

When it is required to cut special leads not shown on the regular index 
plates, it is necessary to use special gears on Centers 11 G 11 and 11 H 11 or "G" and 
"I" or, if compounding is necessary, also on Centers 11 E 11 and 11 G 11

, outer plane. 
To obtain the correct gear ratio, it is usual to select a lead by trial from the 
table of standard metric leads {Table No. 6-ET) and obtain the ratio by the 
following proportions: 

Drivers 
Driven 

Lead required 
Lead selected from table 

No rule can be given from selecting a trial lead from the table. It 
should, however, be near the required lead, and preferably be a whole number. 
It must be a lead regularly obtainable on the machine, but the table contains only 
those leads. 

Example: Required to cut a 5. 25 mm. lead . Select 5. 50mm. lead from 
the table . Then : 

Drivers 
Driven 

= 
5. 2 5 42 
5 . 50 ;; 44 

is the ratio of gears required. The 42 T gear should, therefore, be used on 
Center "G" and the 44 T gear on Center "I", both on the inner plane. With the 
correct gears on the proper cen te r s, the quick change gear box should be set 
up for the trial lead used in the calculations . 

Limita tions in size of special gearing: The center distanc e on quadrant 
"F" is a fixed cente-;=-distan~ of 5. 400" and all gears meshing on Cente rs "E" 
and "G" must be of the proper size to m es h on this center di stance . The maxi
mum size O. D. gear on Center "E" is 7-1/2 11

• The maximum size O. D. gear 
on Center "G" is 8-3/811

• The maximum s i ze 0. D. gear on Center 11 H 11 is 
5-3/4". The maximum size O. D . gear on Center "I" i s 5-3/411

• The distance 
between Centers "G" and "H" are 4. 600 11 minimum, 7. 000 11 maximum. The 
distances b e tween Centers "G" and "I" are 3 - l/811 minimum, 6-1/411 maxi
mum. The minimum size gears that can be used on any of the centers must 

be equivalent to 30 T 10 pitch. 

Compound gears : If the s izes of the gears required for the particular 
l ead selected are too l arge , it is usually necessary to compound the gears . 
When compounding on quadrant " F ", the driven gear on Center "G" meshing 
with the driving gear on Center "E" mu s t b e at l east 2 11 s maller in diameter 
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than twice the distance between the centers of gears meshing on Centers "G" 
and "H'' or "G" and "I", to clear the retaining hub on the cover. The standard 
1:2 ratio between the gears on-Centers "E" and "G" must also be maintained 
in the compounding as shown below: 

Example: Required to cut a 0. 504 mm. lead. Select 0. 234 mm. lead 
from the· table. Then: 

Drivers 
Driven 

. 504 = 504 ::: 84 

. 234 234 39 

An 84 T -10 pitch gear is too large to be used on Center "G". It, therefore, be
comes necessary to use compound gears. 

By factoring: 84 = 2 x 42 - 2 X 42 
39 _3_9_ 39 

By inserting the standard 1:2 ratio which must be maintained between the gears 
on Centers "E" and "G": 

1 X 2 X 42 -

2 1 39 

l X 42 -

l 39 

54 X 42 

54 39 

The first 54 T gear should, therefore, be used on Center "E" and the 
other 54 T gear should be used on Center "G", outer plane, while the 42 T 
gear should be used on .Center "G" and the 39 T gear should be used on Cen
ter "!", inner plane . With the correct gears on the proper centers, the quick 
change gear box should be set up for the trial lead used in the calculations. 

CAUTION: 
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In calculating special leads not on the index plates, no 
leads coarser than 32 mm. should be used. If it is re
quired to chase coarser leads (up to 256 mm.), an 8 : l 
Spindle Nose Speed Reducer, furnished at extra cost, 
should be used. The maximum lead of 32 mm . (256 mm. 
with Spindle Nose Speed Reducer) should not be used 
with a spindle speed higher than 79 R.P.M. in the stand
ard range, 81 R.P.M. in the intermediate range, or 77 
R.P.M. in the high range. In a like manner, for ex
ample, a lead of 16 mm. (128 mm . with Spindle Nose 
Speed Reducer) should not be used with a spindle speed 
higher than 171 R.P.M. in the standard range, 174 
R.P.M. in the intermediate range, or 165 R.P.M. in 
the high range. 
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